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Resumo
Nesta tese sa˜o apresentadas duas aplicac¸o˜es do modelo sigma para a supercorda
usando o formalismo de espinores puros. A primera aplicac¸a˜o e´ o ca´lculo da in-
variaˆncia conforme a um-loop para a supercorda tipo II, resultando em equac¸o˜es de
movimento no super-espac¸o para campos de fundo acoplados com a supercorda. A
segunda aplicac¸a˜o esta´ relacionada com a invariaˆncia BRST da supercorda hetero´tica
no n´ıvel quaˆntico, que permite encontrar correc¸o˜es oriundas da teoria de supercordas
para os v´ınculos de super Yang-Mills/supergravidade em dez dimenso˜es.
Palavras Chaves: Supersimetria; Supercordas; Modelo Sigma; Correc¸e˜s de Chern-
Simons.
A´reas do conhecimento: F´ısica de Part´ıculas e Campos.
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Abstract
In this thesis are presented two aplications of the sigma model for the superstring
in the pure spinor formulation. The first aplication concerns the computation of the
one-loop conformal invariance for the type II superstring, resulting in equations of
motion written in superspace for the background fields coupled to the superstring.
The second application is related to the BRST invariance of the heterotic superstring
at the quantum level, which allows to find stringy corrections to the ten-dimensional
super Yang-Mills/supergravity constraints.
Key Words: Supersymmetry; Superstrings; Sigma Model; Chern-Simons Correc-
tions.
Areas of Knowledge: Fields and Particles Physics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The description of Physics in terms of fields dates back to the 19th century and had
as origin the study of the electric and magnetic phenomena. Since then, the field
language has seem appropriate to describe electromagnetism, gravitation, and the
remaining two type of interaction discovered in the 20th century; namely the weak
and strong interactions. The Standard Model of particle physics, which describes
all but gravitational phenomena, is a beautiful example of a unified description for
various fundamental interactions in terms of quantum fields. Nevertheless the Stan-
dard Model can be thought of as a built theory, which can be adjusted if some minor
changes are required by the experiments. Furthermore, there are ingredients, in the
philosophy of constructing, that are put by hand instead of deduced from more fun-
damental principles, for example, the way various particles are acomodated in the
standard model multiplets. In some way, the ability to adjust such a theory also
leaves the unsatisfactory taste of not having the right core from where to extract it
in a unique manner.
Although the gravitational field has a well established classical field description, its
quantum description has been elusive for quite long, as well as its incorporation,
together with the other three interactions, in a single framework. Perhaps this first
fact is an indication that the right type of description has not been used.
An important step in the direction of a quantum theory of gravity has been provided
by precisely changing the type of description used in particle physics, namely Quan-
tum Field Theory. String theory, which was accidentally discovered by studying an
apparently singular behavior of the mass and the spin of some heavy particles in
the late sixties; is a different proposal for describing particle physics. A string is
a one-dimensional object, which expand a two-dimensional surface as it evolves in
time, called the worldsheet. In its simplest version, namely the bosonic string, the
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spectrum of particles is obtained by quantizing the modes of vibration of closed and
open strings. In the first case, the massless sector of the spectrum contains a particle
of spin two and mass zero, which is the graviton. In the second case, the massless
particle of the spectrum, which has spin one is the photon. In this simplified model
one can already handle with gravity and electromagnetism using a single frame-
work. Actually this is not the first time that a single framework contains gravity
and a gauge field. This is the case of the Kaluza-Klein theories, which appear as a
compactification of a five-dimensional gravity theory to four dimensions. In string
theory the appearance of extra dimensions is “natural”, as explained below. In that
sense, string theory also has room for Kaluza-Klein theories.
String theory is a huge subject of study and it is not the aim of this thesis to continue
discussing their generalities. So in the following a description more focused in the
topic of interest will be given.
1.1 Strings in a Generic Background
It is known since the early eighties that the coupling of strings to a generic back-
grounds puts restriction on it, namely, puts the background on-shell. This equations
of motion for the background can be computed perturbatively by considering the
quantum regime of the worldsheet symmetries. In this section it will be discussed
the bosonic string and superstring in a generic background.
1.1.1 Bosonic String Sigma Model
In the simplest case, a bosonic string propagates in a Minkowski space-time. In such
a case, the theory possess conformal symmetry at the worldsheet level. However, of
primordial interest in this thesis is to consider the case when the strings propagates
in a curved space-time, which is described by coupling the bosonic string to a generic
space-time metric. Such a coupling is described by a non-linear sigma model action
S =
1
4πα′
∫
d2σ
√
ggab∂aX
m∂bX
nGmn(X), (1.1)
where Xm describe the coordinates of the string in D dimensional space-time, gab is
a metric for the worldsheet, α′ is proportional to the inverse of the string tension and
Gmn is the space-time metric. This action is a direct generalization of the Polyakov
action [1] when the Minkowski ηmn = diag(−1, 1, . . .1) metric is replaced by the
Riemannian metric. The interest of studying this type of action is related with the
information one can extract out of it. As well as the preservation of the conformal
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symmetry at the quantum level indicates that space-time should be 26 dimensional in
the Minkowski space case, in the curved space case the preservation of this symmetry
at the quantum level makes the space-time metric to satisfy the Einstein equations [2]
[3], as will reviewed in detail. This is a way to obtain equations of motion for space-
time fields, which could help to know the structure of the string effective action.
Furthermore, perturbative methods can be used to compute stringy corrections to
space-time equations of motion, giving also hints of string corrected effective actions:
this requirement of conformal invariance can be computed perturbatively in the
string parameter α′, so the Einstein equations can receive stringy corrections.
The space-time metric is associated to one of the massless bosonic string states,
namely the graviton. There are two more states at the massless level which can be
associated to an antisymmetric tensor, denoted by Bmn and a scalar field Φ known
as dilaton. In this way a generalized sigma model can be constructed, whose action
in the conformal gauge is given by
S =
1
4πα′
∫
d2σ(
√
ggab∂aX
m∂bX
nGmn+ǫ
ab∂aX
m∂bX
nBmn)+
1
2π
∫
d2σ
√
gr(2)Φ(X),
(1.2)
where ǫab is the purely antisymmetric tensor in two dimensions and r(2) is the scalar
curvature in two dimensions. The requirement of conformal invariance at the quan-
tum level also puts the background field on-shell. These equations of motion can be
found as requirements for scale invariance, i.e. computing the beta function for the
generalized non-linear sigma model (1.2).
The condition for conformal invariance can be written as conditions for the stress-
energy tensor being traceless:
〈Ta a〉 = βGmngab∂aXm∂bXn + βBmnǫab∂aXm∂bXn + βΦR(2), (1.3)
where
βGmn = Rmn −
1
4
HmlrHn
lr + 2∇m∇nΦ, (1.4)
βBmn = −
1
2
∇rHmnr +∇lΦH l mn, (1.5)
βΦ = −D − 26
12
+ α′
(
R− H
2
12
+ 4∇2Φ− 4(∇Φ)2
)
, (1.6)
andHmnp are the components of the three formH = dB. So, the theory is conformal
invariant if the beta-functions are zero. In the following it will be explained the
procedure to compute this β-functions, taking [4] as reference.
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Covariant Background Field Expansion
By making a perturbative expansion it will be found a diagramatic expression for
the terms in such expansion. With this goal, it will be introduced the partition
function
ZJ ≡ e−W [J ] =
∫
[dX ]exp (−(S[X ] +X · J)) , (1.7)
which defines the functional generator W [J ] of connected diagrams, where
X · J =
∫
d2σXmJm. (1.8)
Variating respect of J , one defines the mean field
Xm0 ≡
δW
δJm
=
1
ZJ
∫
[dX ]XmeSJ , (1.9)
with
SJ ≡ S[X ] +X · J. (1.10)
This mean fieldXm0 will play the role of a background field; it will be the field around
which the perturbative expansion will be made. The effective action is defined by
Γ ≡W −X0 · J. (1.11)
From this equation, the current can be written as
Jm = − δΓ
δXm0
, (1.12)
so, the effective action takes the form
Γ = W +X0 · δΓ
δX0
, (1.13)
what allows to write exp(−Γ) using (1.7), (1.12) and (1.13):
e−Γ[X0] =
∫
[dY ] exp
(
−(S[X0 + Y ]− Y · δΓ
δX0
)
)
, (1.14)
where Y m ≡ Xm − Xm0 . The field Y m will play the role of a quantum field in the
background field method. Insted of using the last functional, it will be used
Ω[X0] =
∫
[dY ] exp
(
−(S[X0 + Y ]− S[X0]− Y · δΓ
δX0
)
)
. (1.15)
This will be the generator of the 1PI diagrams. Subtracting S[X0] from the ex-
ponential in (1.14), the expansions of the fields around X0 will always contain the
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quantum field Y m. Making a Taylor expansion around X0 a power series in Y
m will
be obtained. Each term of such a expansion will not be invariant under general co-
ordinate transformations of spacetime, since Y m is a subtraction of two coordinates,
does not have such an invariance. That is why it will be useful to find a system of
coordinates in which the coordinate invariance is manifest, such a coordinate system
is denoted as normal coordinate system.
Normal Coordinate System Let Xm0 be coordinates for a point P0 in space-time
and Xm0 + Y
m coordinates for a point P , it is possivel to find another coordinate
system by using a geodesic that joins both points. By considering a parameter t for
the geodesic
d2λm
dt2
+ Γmnp
dλn
dt
λp
dt
= 0 (1.16)
such that λm(0) = Xm0 and λ(1) = X
m
0 + Y
m. Defining ξm as
ξm ≡ dλ
m
dt
(0), (1.17)
it will be a tangent vector to the geodesic in P0, and as such, will transform as a
vector under a change of coordinates. So, any geometrical object when expanded in
Taylor series around Xm0 will be a diffeomorphism expression.
Tm1...mi(X0 + ξ) =
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
(
∂
∂ξn1
...
∂
∂ξnk
)
Tm1...mi(X0)ξ
n1...ξnk . (1.18)
Supposing a solution for the geodesic equation in Taylor series (1.16)
λm(t) =
∞∑
k=0
1
k!
dk
dtk
λm(t)tk, (1.19)
then this solution, with the initial conditions already given has the form
λm(t) = Xm0 + ξ
mt− 1
2
Γmn1n2ξ
n1ξn2t2 − 1
3!
Γmn1n2n3ξ
n1ξn2ξn3t3 − ..., (1.20)
= Xm0 + ξ
mt−
∞∑
k=2
1
k!
Γmn1...nkξ
n1...ξnktk, (1.21)
where
Γmn1n2n3 = ∂n1Γ
m
n2n3
− Γln1n2Γmln3 − Γln1n3Γmn2l, (1.22)
≡ ∇n1Γmn2n3 . (1.23)
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The definition (1.23) is used recursively for defining Γmn1...ni as the covariant derivative
acting only in the lower indices
Γmn1...ni ≡ ∇n1Γmn2...ni. (1.24)
Finally, λ(t = 1) defines a coordinate transformation in which Y m is written as a
contravariant vector in this coordinate system
Γ¯m(n1...ni) = 0, (1.25)
this defines the normal coordinate system. Here the bar notation indicates that the
expression is valid in a normal coordinate system.
Using such a coordinate system several expressions are simplified. Christoffel sym-
bols cancel, although not their derivatives, so the curvature tensor in components is
written as
R¯m nlp = ∂lΓ¯
m
np − ∂pΓ¯mnl. (1.26)
From (1.25) when i = 3
∂nΓ¯
m
lp = −∂lΓ¯mpn − ∂pΓ¯mln. (1.27)
Adding 2∂nΓ¯
m
pl to both sides of (1.27) and using the symmetry of the Christoffel
symbols, one gets
∂n1Γ¯
m
n2n3
=
1
3
(
R¯m n2n1n3 + R¯
m
n3n1n2
)
. (1.28)
In the following this result will be used to find an expansion in normal coordinates
for Gmn.
Perturbative Expansion
From (1.18) it can be found
G¯mn(X0 + ξ) = G¯mn(X0) +
∂
∂ξl
G¯mn(X0)ξ
l +
+
1
2
∂2
∂ξl∂ξp
G¯mn(X0)ξ
lξp... . (1.29)
As this expression is written in normal coordinates, then
∂
∂ξl
G¯mn = ∇lG¯mn, (1.30)
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but if the metric Gmn is covariantly constant, then this term does not appear in the
expansion.
The derivatives of the third term in (1.29) can be written as
∂l∂pG¯mn = ∇l∇pG¯mn + ∂lΓ¯qpmG¯qn + ∂lΓ¯qpnG¯mq. (1.31)
Symmetryzing (1.31) in the indices l and p, and using (1.28)
∂(l∂p)G¯mn = ∇(l∇p)G¯mn + 1
3
[R¯n(pl)m + R¯nm(lp) + R¯m(pl)n + R¯mn(lp)]. (1.32)
Replacing this expression in (1.29), and using the symmetries of the curvatures
tensor
Rmnlp = −Rmnpl, Rmnlp = Rlpmn, (1.33)
one obtains
G¯mn(X0 + Y ) = G¯mn(X0) +
1
3
R¯mlpnξ
lξp + ..., (1.34)
where again, the covariant derivatives of Gmn are zero. Now, the expansion (1.34)
is written purely in tensorial terms and as such is valid in any coordinate system.
So, the bar notation is no longer necessary. It will also be necessary to compute
∂a(X
m
0 + Y
m). With this aim, one computes (1.20) in t = 1 and take derivatives :
∂a(X
m
0 + Y
m) = ∂aX
m
0 + ∂aξ
m − 1
2
∂nΓ¯
m
lpξ
lξp∂aX
n
0 − ..., (1.35)
and using again (1.28),
∂a(X
m
0 + Y
m) = ∂aX
m
0 +∇aξm +
1
3
R¯m lpn∂aX
n
0 ξ
lξp − ..., (1.36)
where
∇aξm ≡ ∂aξm + Γmlpξl∂aXp0 (1.37)
is the covariantization of ∂aξ
m. Then, (1.36) can be written manifestly covariant.
Finally multiplying (1.34) and (1.36) one finds
SG[X0 + Y ] = SG[X0] +
1
2πα′
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|g|gabGmn∂aXm0 ∇bξn (1.38)
+
1
4πα′
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|g|gab (Gmn∇aξm∇bξn +Rmlpn∂aXm0 ∂bXn0 ξlξp)+ . . .,
where Σ denotes the two-dimensional manifold. In subsequent chapters this notation
will be dropped off. Now, for the antisymmetric tensor Bmn one obtains
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Bmn(X0 + Y ) = Bmn(X0) +∇pBmn(X0)ξp + 1
2
(∇p∇qBmn(X0)
+
1
3
Rl pqmBln(X0) +
1
3
Rl pqnBml(X0))ξ
pξq + .... (1.39)
From (1.39) and (1.36), it can be found
SB[X0 + Y ] = SB[X0] +
1
2πα′
∫
Σ
d2σǫab(Bmn(X0)∂aX
m
0 ∇bξn
+
1
2
∇lBmn∂aXm0 ∂bXn0 ξl) (1.40)
+
1
4πα′
∫
Σ
d2σǫab[Bmn(X0)∇aξm∇bξn + 2∇lBmn∂aXm0 ξl∇bξn
+
1
2
(∇l∇pBmn + 2BmqRq lpn)∂aXm0 ∂bXn0 ξlξp] + ....
Nevertheless, note that the action for the antisymmetric tensor SB is invariant under
the following transformations
Bmn → Bmn + ∂mΛn − ∂nΛm, (1.41)
form some vector Λm(X). So it is important that the terms in the expansion have
also this symmetry, and one look for a expansion in terms of the field strength
Hmnl ≡ ∇mBnl +∇nBlm +∇lBmn = ∇[mBnl], (1.42)
which is invariant under (1.41). The square bracket notation in sub-indices means
they are antisymmetrized. Up to surface terms, one finds the following expression
at second order in ξ
SB[X0+Y ] = SB[X0]+
1
4πα′
∫
Σ
d2σǫab
(
Hlmn∂aX
l
0ξ
m∇bξn + 1
2
∇lHmnp∂aXm0 ∂bXn0 ξlξp
)
+....
(1.43)
The expansion for SΦ can easily be obtained
SΦ[X0 + Y ] = SΦ[X0] +
1
2π
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|g|R(2)∇mΦ(X0)ξm
+
1
4π
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|g|R(2)∇m∇nΦ(X0)ξmξn + .... (1.44)
If X0 satisfy its classical equation of motion, then the linear term in ξ vanishes.
To read the propagators, it will be useful to implement an orthogonal frame, or
vielbeins, for which Gmn = em
ien
jηij.
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Orthogonal Frame Denoting by {∂ˆm} the vectors in a coordinate basis, another
basis can be written as a linear combination of them
eˆi = ei
m∂ˆm, (1.45)
with i = 0, ..., D − 1. For being orthonormal, it must satisfy
G(eˆi, eˆj) = GmndX
m ⊗ dXn(ei l∂ˆl, ej p∂ˆp) = ηij, (1.46)
then
Gmnei
mej
n = ηij . (1.47)
Denoting by em
i the inverse elements of ei
m, they satisfy
ei
mem
j = δi
j, em
iei
n = δm
n, (1.48)
and from (1.47) one finds
ηijem
ien
j = Gmn. (1.49)
In this base, a conexion ωm is introduced, with components ωm
i
j. It is defined by
the condition that the covariant derivative acting in the tetrad base is zero:
∇men i ≡ ∂men i − Γlmnel i + ωm i jen j = 0. (1.50)
Now, it is easy to see how the components of a vector are related among the two
basis
ξ = ξieˆi = ξ
iei
m∂ˆm = ξ
m∂ˆm, (1.51)
from which
ξm = ξiei
m. (1.52)
Therefore, using (1.47), (1.50) and (1.52)
Gmn∇aξm∇bξn = δijem ien j∇aξm∇bξn, (1.53)
= (∇aξ)i(∇bξ)i. (1.54)
In this case, ∇a denote that the derivative ∂a has been covariantized, given by
(∇aξ)i = ∂aξi + ωm i j∂aXmξj, (1.55)
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and it is assumed that the derivative acting in em
i is zero.
With the help of the tetrad base, the following expansion for the generalized bosonic
non-linear sigma model is found
Sσ[X0 + Y ] = Sσ[X0] +
1
4πα′
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|g|gab[(∇aξ)i(∇bξ)i
+Rmijn(X0)∂aX
m
0 ∂bX
n
0 ξ
iξj]
+
1
3πα′
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|g|gabRmijk(X0)∂aXm0 (∇bξ)kξiξj
+
1
12πα′
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|g|gabRiklj(X0)(∇aξ)i(∇bξ)jξkξl (1.56)
+
1
4πα′
∫
Σ
d2σǫab[Hmij(X0)∂aX
m
0 ξ
i(∇bξ)j
+
1
2
∇iHmnj(X0)∂aXm0 ∂bXn0 ξiξj]
+
1
4π
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|g|R(2)∇i∇jΦ(X0)ξiξj + ....
One-loop conformal invariance
In this section it will be studied the conditions for the energy-momentum tensor
being traceless. Noting that the functional generator
Ω = e−Γ., (1.57)
depends only on the worldsheet metric (in a fixed gauge) and, as a consequence of
the diffeomorphism invariance satisfies
0 =
∫
Σ
d2σ
δΓ
δgab
(∇avb +∇bva), (1.58)
which in the conformal gauge and using coordinates z = σ1 + iσ2 and z¯ = σ1 − iσ2
takes the form
0 =
∫
Σ
d2z
(
δΓ
δgzz
∇zvz + δΓ
δgz¯z¯
∇z¯vz¯ − 1
2
δΓ
δω
(∇zvz +∇z¯vz¯)
)
, (1.59)
where ω is a conformal factor. Integrating by parts this expression
0 =
∫
Σ
d2z
√
gˆ [
(
∇z
(
1
2
√
gˆ
δΓ
δω
)
−∇z
(
1√
gˆ
δΓ
δgzz
))
vz
+
(
∇z¯
(
1
2
√
gˆ
δΓ
δω
)
−∇z¯
(
1√
gˆ
δΓ
δgz¯z¯
))
vz¯], (1.60)
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and as vz and vz¯ are arbitrary, the following set of equations is obtained
∇z
(
1
2
√
gˆ
δΓ
δω
)
= ∇z
(
1√
gˆ
δΓ
δgzz
)
(1.61)
∇z¯
(
1
2
√
gˆ
δΓ
δω
)
= ∇z¯
(
1√
gˆ
δΓ
δgz¯z¯
)
. (1.62)
These equations are the analog of the conservation of the classical energy-momentum
tensor.
It is possible to show that the right hand side are derivatives of the expectation
value of the zz and z¯z¯ components of this tensor, as explained in the following
From (1.57),
δΓ
δgzz
= − 1
Ω
δΩ
δgzz
. (1.63)
The measure element is chosen in such a way for not contributing to the energy-
momentum tensor. This allows to write
∇z
(
4π√
gˆ
δΓ
δgzz
)
= ∇z〈Tzz〉, (1.64)
and in the same way
∇z¯
(
4π√
gˆ
δΓ
δgz¯z¯
)
= ∇z¯〈Tz¯z¯〉. (1.65)
The left hand side of (1.61) will be identified with the expectation value of the com-
ponent zz¯ of the energy-momentum.
In this way, independent of the metric g component under consideration, the vari-
ation of the effective respect of the metric is identified with the energy-momentum
tensor in the quantum regime:
〈Tab〉 = 4π√|g| δΓgab , (1.66)
therefore, (1.61) takes the form of a conservation law
∇z〈Tz¯z〉+∇z¯〈Tzz〉 = 0. (1.67)
The idea is to use the value of 〈Tzz〉 computed at 1−loop, to compute the trace of
the energy-momentum tensor. Initially can be considered a flat worldsheet, and as
discussed later, worldsheet curvature effects will be taken into account. Using the
notation q = qz, q¯ = qz¯, in momenta space the conservation law (1.67) takes the
form
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q¯〈Tzz¯(q)〉+ q〈Tzz(q)〉 = 0. (1.68)
It will be first computed the contribution to 〈Tzz〉 coming from the variation of the
effective action containing the term SG. From (1.66) and (1.63)
〈Tzz〉 = 1
Ω[X0]
4π√
|g|
∫
[dξ]exp{−(S[X0 + ξ]− S[X0])}δ(SG[X0 + ξ]− SG[X0])
δgzz
.
(1.69)
The term in the exponential can be written as
SG[X0 + ξ]− SG[X0] = SFree + SInt, (1.70)
with
SFree =
1
4πα′
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|g|gab∂aξi∂bξi (1.71)
and
SInt = − 1
4πα′
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|g|gabRimjn∂aXm0 ∂bXn0 ξiξj. (1.72)
Having chosen a tetrad basis allows to find an expression for the propagator, which
can be expressed diagrammatically as
(1.73)
while from SInt can be found a vertex
(1.74)
where the curved lines represent background fields. Writing (1.69) as
〈Tzz〉 = 1
Ω[X0]
∫
[dξ]e−(SLiv)
(
1
α′
∂zξ
i∂zξ
i + ...
)
e−SInt (1.75)
and making an expansion of the exponential, the following diagram can be formed
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(1.76)
where the cross represents an insertion of the energy-momentum tensor. This dia-
gram leads to
〈Tzz〉G = 1
4
∫
d2l
2π
l¯(l¯ + q¯)
l2(l + q)2
{Rmn∂aXm0 ∂aXn0 }(q). (1.77)
In this equation the keys denote an expression in momentum space, but independent
of the momenta l.
To compute this integral in (1.77), one can use a Feynman parameter x to write it as
a known integral, whose value could be found using the dimensional regularization
formulas [5]. Introducing the parameter x, the integrand of (1.77) is written as
l¯(l¯ + q¯)
l2(l + q)2
=
∫ 1
0
dx
(l1 − il2)2 + (l1 − il2)(q1 − iq2)
[xl2 + (1− x)(l + q)2]2 . (1.78)
Defining
ka ≡ la + (1− x)qa, a = 1, 2 (1.79)
then
∫
dldl¯
2π
l¯(l¯ + q¯)
l2(l + q)2
=
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d2k
π
(k1)2 − (k2)2 − 2ik1k2 − x(1− x)(q1 − iq2)2
(k2 +∆)2
,
(1.80)
with
∆ ≡ x(1− x)q2. (1.81)
In the integral (1.80) there are omitted linear terms in k that vanishes because of
symmetry. Extending the two-dimensional space to d = 2 + ǫ, (1.80) has a known
form. The quadratic terms in k cancel among them using
∫
ddk
kakb
(k2 +∆)2
=
π
d
2 δab
2
Γ(1− d
2
)
(
1
∆
)1− d
2
. (1.82)
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Now, using
∫
ddk
1
(k2 +∆)2
= π
d
2Γ(2− d
2
)
(
1
∆
)2− d
2
(1.83)
in the limit ǫ→ 0, one obtains
∫
d2l
2π
l¯(l¯ + q¯)
l2(l + q)2
= − q¯
q
. (1.84)
Substituting (1.84) in (1.68) one obtains an expression for the trace of the energy
momentum tensor
〈Tzz¯〉G = 1
4
Rmn∂aX
m
0 ∂
aXn0 , (1.85)
which was the desired result.
It can also be found an interaction with the first term in (1.43). A diagram with only
the linear term in the expansion of the exponential is canceled by the antisymmetry
of H , therefore, such a term should be considered in quadratic order. The type of
interaction is given by
(1.86)
from which one obtains
〈Tzz〉H2 = −
1
8α′
(4πα′)3
(4πα′)2
ǫab√
|g|
ǫcd√
|g|∂aX
m
0 ∂cX
n
0HmijHnlkη
ilηjk (1.87)
×
∫
dldl¯
2(2π)2
(l + q)z(l + k)blzld
l2(l + q)2(l + k)2
Without lost of generality, one can make k = 0. Using
lbld =
1
2
gbdl
2 (1.88)
and
ǫabǫcdgbd = g
ac, (1.89)
the equation (1.87) is written
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〈Tzz〉H2 = −
1
64
H2mng
ab∂aX
m
0 ∂bX
n
0
∫
dldl¯
2π
l¯(l¯ + q¯)
l2(l + q)2
, (1.90)
with
H2mn ≡ HmlpHn lp. (1.91)
Using the computed value for this integral (1.84) and having in mind the existence
of other four identical configurations to the diagram (ref diagram 2) the following
expression for 〈Tzz〉 can be found
〈Tzz〉H2 =
1
16
q¯
q
H2mng
ab∂aX
m
0 ∂bX
n
0 . (1.92)
Finally, using the expression for the energy-momentum conservation (1.68) can be
found the expression for 〈Tzz¯〉.
Up to now the results are
〈Tzz¯〉 =
(
1
4
Rmn − 1
16
Hmn
2
)
∂aX
m
0 ∂
aXn0 +
(
−1
8
∇lHlmn
)
ǫab√|g|∂aXm0 ∂bXn0 (1.93)
Until now the contributions coming from the dilaton were ignored by choosing
gab = δab. It seems that (1.93) would be all the contributions at first order in
α′. Nevertheless, in a flat worldsheet, variations of the action including the dilaton
respect of infinitesiaml variations of the metric, when evaluated in a flat worldsheet
are different from zero. Making this variation
δSΦ = − 1
2π
∫
Σ
d2σδ(
√
|g|R(2))Φ(X), (1.94)
Palatini’s identity can be used:
δR
(2)
ab = ∇cδΓcab −∇bδΓcac, (1.95)
where
δΓcab ≡ −gcdδgdeΓeab +
1
2
gcd(δgda,b + δgdb,a − δgab,d), (1.96)
to write
√
|g|gabδR(2)ab = ∇b(
√
|g|gabδΓcac)−∇c(
√
|g|gabδΓcab). (1.97)
Integrating by parts (1.94) one finds
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δSΦ =
1
2π
∫
Σ
d2σ
√
|g|{gabδΓcab∂cΦ(X)− gabδΓcac∂bΦ(X)}
+
1
2π
∫
Σ
d2σ{δ
√
|g|R(2)Φ(X) +
√
|g|δgabR(2)}. (1.98)
Replacing (1.96) in (1.98), integrating again by parts and making gab = δab, the
energy-momentum tensor can be computed
T dilab = 2(∂a∂b − δab∆)Φ(X). (1.99)
The simbol ∆ is the Laplacian in the worldsheet. In coordinates (z, z¯),
T dilzz¯ = −
1
2
∆Φ(X(σ)), (1.100)
and the trace is different from zero, as expected by the lack of conformal symmetry
of SΦ. To compute the contributions of this trace to the total conformal anomaly,
one computes (1.100) in X0,
∆Φ(X0) = 2g
zz¯∂z∂z¯Φ(X0),
= 2gzz¯∂z(∂mΦ(X0)∂z¯X
m
0 ),
= ∂aX
n
0 ∂
aXm0 ∂n∂mΦ(X0) + ∆X
m
0 ∂mΦ(X0). (1.101)
But as X0 satisfy the classical equation of motion
∆Xm0 = −Γmnlgab∂aXn0 ∂aX l0 +
1
2
Hm nl
ǫab√|g|∂aXn0 ∂bX l0, (1.102)
replacing (1.102) in (1.101), one finds
∆Φ(X0) = ∇m∇nΦ(X0)∂aXm0 ∂aXn0 +
1
2
∇mΦ(X0)Hmnl ǫ
ab√
|g|∂aX
n
0 ∂bX
l
0, (1.103)
That is, the classical contributions coming from the variation of SΦ are of the same
order as the one-loop contributions coming from 〈TG〉 and 〈TH〉. Therefore, the
following partial result can be written
〈T aa 〉 = βGmn∂aXm0 ∂aXn0 + βBmn
ǫab√|g|∂aXm0 ∂bXn0 , (1.104)
with
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βGmn = Rmn(X0)−
1
4
HmlpHn
lp(X0) + 2∇m∇nΦ(X0), (1.105)
βBmn = −
1
2
∇lHlmn(X0) +Hlmn∇lΦ(X0). (1.106)
To find the remaining terms in the beta functions, some computations of two point
functions must be done, i.e two insertions of the energy momentum tensor. To
see that this is the case, one must remember that because of the diffeomorphism
symmetry in two dimensions, a worldsheet metric can be written as a scale factor
times a flat metric. In this case, to state that a theory has Weyl symmetry is
equivalent to say that the energy-momentum tensor is traceless, when computed
using the metric gab = e
2ωδab. This must be independent of the scale factor ω such
that the result is valid for any curved worldsheet. Then, at least the first variation
with respec to to ω must be zero. This first variation can be written as
δ
δω(z′)
〈Tzz¯(z)〉e2ωδ = δ〈Tzz¯(z)〉
δgab
δgab
δω
, (1.107)
and evaluating in ω = 0, the variation (1.107) is written in terms of the two point
function for the energy-momentum tensor
δ
δω(z′)
〈Tzz¯(z)〉e2ωδ = −1
π
〈Tzz¯(z)Tzz¯(z′)〉δ, (1.108)
where
〈Tzz¯(z)Tzz¯(z′)〉δ = 〈TGzz¯(z)TGzz¯(z′)〉δ + 2〈TGzz¯(z)TΦzz¯(z′)〉δ + 〈TΦzz¯(z)TΦzz¯(z′)〉δ. (1.109)
Integrating ω allows to write the trace of the energy-momentum tensor in terms of
the results obtained from the computation of the two point function. The result will
be something known: a term proportional to the worldsheet curvature scalar R(2),
whose constant of proportionality contains the space-time dimension. Furthermore,
some contributions fo the fields G and H will be found.
Consider for the time being just the terms in the classical action with Weyl symme-
try: SG and SB. At the lowest order in α
′ in the two point function, 〈TzzTzz〉, the
next graph is found
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(1.110)
from which is obtained
〈Tzz(q)Tzz(−q)〉 = D
8
∫
d2l
l¯2(l¯ + q¯)2
l2(l + q)2
. (1.111)
To write the integral in (1.111) as an integral whose value is known, a Feynman
parameter x is introduced. The two point function (1.111) takes the form
〈Tzz(q)Tzz(−q)〉 = D
8
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
ddk
(k1 − ik2)4 + x2(1− x)2q¯4
(k2 +∆)2
, (1.112)
with k and ∆ given by (1.79) and (1.81) respectively. The terms with odd powers
of k are zero because of symmetry, while the quadratic terms cancel among thems,
as in (1.80) . It is not difficult to prove that the quadratic term in k vanishes using
∫
ddk
kakbkckd
(k2 +∆)2
=
π
d
2
4
Γ
(
−d
2
)
∆
d
2 (δabδcd + δacδbd + δadδbc). (1.113)
Using (1.83), one finds
〈Tzz(q)Tzz(−q)〉δ = π
48
D
q¯3
q
. (1.114)
Using twice the energia-momentum tensor conservatoin qTzz(q)+ q¯Tzz¯(q) = 0, it can
be found
〈Tzz¯(q)Tzz¯(−q)〉δ = π
48
Dqq¯. (1.115)
Writting this equation in coordinate space
〈Tzz¯(z)Tzz¯(0)〉δ = −πD
12
√
|g|∆δ(2)(z), (1.116)
where it was used
∆δ2(σ) = − 1√|g|
∫
d2q
(2π)2
qq¯
4
eiq·z. (1.117)
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From (1.108), an expression for 〈Tzz¯〉 can be found
〈Tzz¯〉e2ωδ = D
12
√
|g|∆ω. (1.118)
Using the following expression for the two-dimensional scalar curvature
R(2) = −2∆ω, (1.119)
which is valid in conformal gauge, one can write
〈Tz z¯〉e2ωδ = −D
24
√
|g|R(2). (1.120)
Multiplying both sides of (1.120) by 2gzz¯
〈Ta a〉 = −D
12
R(2). (1.121)
This expression is modified as D → D − 26 by considering the ghost fields that
appear when fixing the conformal gauge.
This last contribution to the trace of the energy-momentum tensor as a different
structure, since it is proportional toR(2) and neither to ∂aX
m
0 ∂
aXn0 nor ǫ
ab∂aX
m
0 ∂bX
n
0 .
Moreover, in this contribution do not appear terms containing G neither H . To find
their contributions proportional to R(2), it is necessary to go to higher order terms
in the expansions of SG[X ] and SB[X ]. Those contributions can be found computing
the graphs [6]
(1.122)
(1.123)
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(1.124)
These two loops computations are more complicated, since subdivergences can ap-
pear. Nevertheless, according with [6] their contributions to the trace 〈Ta a〉 can
be computed using the same strategy of the conservation of the energy-momentum
tensor. They contribute
〈Ta a〉 = α′
(
R − H
2
12
)
R(2), (1.125)
where R is the scalar curvature of space-time.
There are remaning contributions that can appear considering the two-point func-
tions 〈TΦzz¯(z)TΦzz¯(z′)〉 and 〈TGzz¯(z)TΦzz¯(z′)〉. From the expansion for the action with Φ
is not difficult to find
TΦzz¯ =
4π√
g
δ
δgzz
(
− 1
2π
∫
d2z
√
gR(2)∇iΦξi
)
= 2[∂∂¯(∇iΦ)ξi + ∂(∇iΦ)∂¯ξi + ∂¯(∇iΦ)∂ξi + (∇iΦ)∂∂¯ξi]. (1.126)
Taking just the last term in the last equation
〈TΦzz¯(q)TΦzz¯(−q)〉δ =
1
4
∇iΦ∇jΦ〈∆ξi∆ξj〉δ (1.127)
which can be represented by the following diagram
(1.128)
from which it is obtained
〈TΦzz¯TΦzz¯〉δ = πα′(∇Φ)2qq¯. (1.129)
Using the energy-momentum conservation twice, a contribution of −2α′(∇Φ)2R(2)
is obtained for the trace of the energy-momentum tensor.
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Nevertheless, the expansion for the energy-momentum tensor coming from variating
SΦ also contributes at α
′ order, so it is necessary to compute 〈TGzzTΦzz〉. To compute
TΦzz the same procedure that allowed to find contributions coming from the variation
of the action including Φ can be used. The following result is found
TΦzz =
4π√
g
δ
δgzz
(
− 1
4π
∫
d2z
√
gR(2)∇iΦ∇jΦξiξj
)
= −[∂2(∇i∇jΦ)ξiξj + 4∂(∇i∇jΦ)∂ξiξj + 2(∂i∂jΦ)ξi∂2ξj
+2(∇i∇jΦ)∂ξi∂ξj ]. (1.130)
Out of these terms, only the last two will give a non-zero contribution. The product
of the last term with TGzz is represented in the following diagram
(1.131)
while the term before the last in (1.130) with TGzz can be represented by a similar
diagram. From the last diagram can it can be found
〈TGzzTΦzz〉δ = −
1
2
α′∇2Φ
∫
dldl¯
l¯2(l¯ + q¯)2
l2(l + q)2
, (1.132)
this integral is the same as in (1.111). Then, using the same result one finds
〈TGzzTΦzz〉δ = −
πα′
6
∇2Φ(q¯)
3
q
(1.133)
To compute the remaining contribution
∫
dldl¯
l¯3(l¯ + q¯)
l2(l + q)2
(1.134)
has to be computed. The result is the double of (1.133) and adding up everything,
one finds
〈Tzz¯〉e2ωδ = 2α ′
√
|g|∇2ΦR(2). (1.135)
Adding up all the computed contributions as indicated in (1.109) to the trace of the
energy-momentum tensor it can be written as
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〈Ta a〉 = βGmngab∂aXm0 ∂bXn0 + βBmnǫab∂aXm0 ∂bXn0 + βΦR(2), (1.136)
with
βGmn = Rmn −
1
4
HmlpHn
lp + 2∇m∇nΦ, (1.137)
βBmn = −
1
2
∇pHmnp +∇lΦH l mn, (1.138)
βΦ = −D − 26
12
+ α′
(
R− H
2
12
+ 4∇2Φ− 4(∇Φ)2
)
. (1.139)
In the following, it will be shown that these beta functions can be consistently set
to zero, in such a way that the theory has no conformal anomaly at one-loop.
Consistency conditions of the Weyl invariance
When the fields Bmn and Φ are zero and Gmn is the flat metric, the coefficients
βGmn, β
B
mn in (1.136) are zero, and β
Φ reduces to a number proportional to D − 26.
Nevertheless when the bosonic string is coupled to space-time fields, there appear
terms in the trace of the energy-momentum tensor which do not have this property:
they are proportional to ∂aX
m∂bX
n. Furthermore, βΦ appears as corrections to
the D − 26 term. In order to have an anomaly free theory, all of the three β
functions must cancel, in a consistent way, where by consistent is meant to preserve
the property of βΦ being a number. The term of order α′ in βΦ includes fields in
spacetime, then in principle would not be constant numbers. Nevertheless, as will be
shown in the following the conditions βGmn = 0 and β
B
mn = 0 imply that the gradient
of βΦ is zero, therefore βΦ is a constant.
Using the Bianchi identity for the curvature tensor
∇[lRmn]pη = 0, (1.140)
is easy to see that the Ricci Rmn tensor satisfy
∇nRmn = 1
2
∇nR. (1.141)
From the definition of Hmnl can be verified that it satisfies the identity
∇[pHmnl] = 0, (1.142)
what allows to write
∇n(HmlpHn lp) = Hmlp∇nHn lp + 1
6
∇mH2, (1.143)
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Then, computing ∇nβGmn is obtained
∇nβGmn =
1
2
∇mR− 1
24
∇mH2 − 1
4
Hm
lp∇nHnlp + 2∇m∇2Φ+ 2Rmn∇nΦ, (1.144)
where it was used the definition of the curvature tensor [∇m,∇n]vl = −Rmnp lvp.
In terms of the beta functions βGmn and β
B
mn the equation (1.144) is written as
∇nβGmn =
1
2
∇m
(
R− 1
12
H2 + 4∇2Φ− 4(∇Φ)2
)
+
1
2
βBnlHm
nl + 2βGmn∇nΦ, (1.145)
or
∇nβGmn =
1
2α′
∇mβΦ + 1
2
βBnlHm
nl + 2βGmn∇nΦ, (1.146)
which implies βΦ is a constant if βGmn and β
B
mn are zero. Therefore, when all the β
functions are zero the theory has Weyl symmetry at the quantum level.
Spacetime Effective Action
The system of equations obtained by the vanishing of the β functions can be written
in a more suggestive way. From βΦ = 0 it can be found
R =
1
12
H2 − 4∇2Φ− 4(∇Φ)2, (1.147)
with this and from βGmn = 0 one obtains
Rmn − 1
2
GmnR = Θmn, (1.148)
where
Θmn ≡ 1
4
(
H2mn −
1
6
GmnH
2
)
− 2∇m∇nΦ + 2Gmn∇2Φ− 2Gmn(∇Φ)2. (1.149)
The equation (1.148), satisfied by the metric field, is the Einstein equation in space-
time, with energy-momentum tensor (1.149). This is a symmetric tensor, but its
conservation must be checked. In fact, applying the operator ∇m to the equation
(1.148), the left hand side is identically zero, as can be checked by using the Bianchi
identity(1.140). The right hand side can be written as
∇mΘmn = βBmlHn ml − 2βGmn∇mΦ. (1.150)
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So the conditions for preserving the Weyl symmetry at the quantum level βGmn = 0,
βBmn = 0 guarantee the conservation for the matter energy-momentum tensor.
Now is possible to find another two equations for the other fields in spacetime. By
taking the trace of βGmn
GmnβGmn = R−
1
4
H2mn + 2∇2Φ, (1.151)
but the condition βGmn = 0 together with β
Φ = 0, allows to eliminate R to write
∇2Φ− 2(∇Φ)2 = − 1
12
H2. (1.152)
what constitutes the equation of motion for the dilaton. Finally, the equation for
the field H will come from the condition βBmn = 0 :
∇lHlmn = 2∇lΦHlmn. (1.153)
As is known, Einstein’s equations can be derived as an equation of motion of the
Einstein-Hilbert action. It is tempting to think that the three equations for the
spacetime fields (1.148), (1.152) and(1.153) could be deduced from an action prin-
ciple. This work was done by Metsaev and Tseytlin [7], where the following action
was found
S =
∫
d26X
√
|G|e−2Φ
(
R− 1
12
H2 + 4(∇Φ)2
)
. (1.154)
By making the variation of (1.154) with respect of the fields G H and Φ:
δS =
∫
dDX
√
|G|e−2Φ{δGmn[Rmn − 1
2
RGmn + 2∇m∇nΦ− 2Gmn∇2Φ
+2Gmn(∇Φ)2 + 1
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GmnH
2 − 1
4
H2mn]−
1
2
δΦβΦ −
1
6
HmnlδHmnl}. (1.155)
The sector of derivatives of the field Gmn in (1.154) does not have the form of the
Einstein-Hibert action because of the exponential of the field Φ, but by making a
transformation Gmn = e
ωG˜mn, (1.154) takes the form
S =
∫
dDX
√
|G˜|e−2ΦeωD−22 {R˜− (D − 1)∇˜2ω − 1
4
(D − 1)(D − 2)(˜∇ω)2
+4(˜∇Φ)2 − 1
12
e−2ωH˜2}, (1.156)
where the notation with˜ indicates that the indices are contracted with the metric
G˜. The Einstein-Hilbert action will be contained in (1.156) by choosing
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ω =
4Φ
D − 2 , (1.157)
in that way (1.156) can be written as
S =
∫
dDX
√
|G˜|
(
R˜− 4
D − 2 (˜∇Φ)
2 − 1
12
e
8Φ
D−2 H˜2
)
. (1.158)
In the action (1.158) can be identified a kinetic term for the Dilaton and a Maxwell
term for the antisymmetric field, but with a coupling to the dilaton.
1.1.2 Superstring Sigma model
Phenomenologically, superstrings are more interesting than bosonic strings since
they contain fermions in their spectrum. Before concentrating on the superstring
sigma model, it will be given a brief description of the superstrings in Ramond-
Neveu-Schwarz and Green-Schwarz formalism [8], [9].
In the first half of the seventies supersymmetry was discovered within string theory
in an attempt to construct a more realistic theory which could incorporate fermions
in it’s spectrum. This more elaborated version of the string incorporating fermions
is known as the superstring, and differently from the bosonic string, which is defined
in 26 space-time dimensions to cancel the conformal anomaly, the vanishing of the
superconformal anomaly makes the superstring live in 10 space-time dimensions.
The first formalism used for describing the superstring dates back to that decade
and is known a the RNS formalism standing for Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz. It has
N = 1 superconformal symmetry at the world-sheet level and is also space-time
supersymmetric, although this feature is rather involved. Nevertheless, the covariant
quantization in this formalism is a straightforward task.
In the eighties superstring theory gained more interest. Green and Schwarz [10]
showed that the theory is free of gauge, gravitational and mixed anomalies by con-
sidering it’s low energy limit, which is N = 1 D = 10 super Yang-Mills theory cou-
pled to supergravity. Also in this decade Green and Schwarz found a new formalism
for the superstring, known as the GS formalism [11], which has manifest space-time
supersymmetry. It has a new fermionic local symmetry at the worldsheet level,
known as Kappa symmetry [12], which is more involved than the superconformal
symmetry of the RNS formalism. For quantizing the GS formalism, one has to use
the light-cone gauge so the space-time symmetries are no longer manifest. In this
decade it was known the full set of superstring theories: Type I, TypeIIA, Type IIB,
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Heterotic SO(32) and Heterotic E8 ×E8, which in the nineties were related to each
other using dualities [13].
Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz sigma model
For the superstring, one can similarly consider the coupling to background fields
corresponding to massless states, giving further information about the equations
of motion for the background fields. Nevertheless, because of the complicated su-
persymmetric space-time structure of the RNS formalism, only some sector of the
possible couplings can be turned on, namely, the NS-NS sector [14] [15]. In the con-
formal gauge, the sigma model action for the Heterotic string in the RNS formalism
is
S =
1
2πα′
∫
d2zdθ[
1
2
DXm∂Xn(Gmn(X) +Bmn(X)) +DX
mJ
I
AmI(X) + θλ¯
ADλ¯A]
+
1
2π
∫
d2zr(2)Φ, ] (1.159)
where D = ∂θ+θ∂z is the N = 1D = 2 supersymmetric derivative, X
m = Xm+θψm
and J
I
= 1
2
KI
AB
λ¯Aλ¯B are the Heterotic string currents that can be written in terms of
the structure constants KI
AB
for the gauge group E8×E8 and right handed fermions
λ¯A, with A = 1, . . ., 32. Am is the gauge potential. Besides the beta functions
already written, in the absence of the Kalb-Ramond and Dilaton superfields, the
check of conformal invariance allows to find a beta function associated to the gauge
field: βAnI = ∇nFmnI . The lack of manifest super-Poincare´ invariance does not allow
to couple the RR sector, then using this formalism there are missing equations of
motion for the background fields. Therefore, the sypersymmetrical aspects of those
equations of motion are missed, turning this formalism an inappropriate language
for studying supersymmetrical aspect such as dualities. The use of a manifestly
space-time covariant formalism is in order.
Green-Schwarz sigma model
The GS formalism makes use of superspace in 10 dimensions. For that reason,
the action written using superfields makes the supersymmetry invariance manifest.
Using the GS formalism, one can write a sigma model in a manifestly Super-Poincare´
invariant form. The sigma model action is given by [16]
S =
1
2πα′
∫
d2z∂ZM∂ZN(GMN +BMN)(Z). (1.160)
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Here ZM stands for the D = 10 N = 1 superspace coordinates (Xm, θα), with
m = 0, . . .9 and α = 1, . . .16. GMN and BMN are superfields whose content is the
supergravity multiplet. Some attempts have been taken to compute the beta func-
tions in this formalism, see [17] [18]. Nevertheless, its quantization in a manifest
super-Poincare´ invariant way is an unsolved problem that rises difficulties in the
computation of the conformal anomaly.
Besides these two formalism, there exist a formalism suitable for studying com-
pactifications to four dimensions, known as the hybrid formalism [19]. By using
this description, the Heterotic string and type II superstring beta functions were
computed by studying the N = (2, 0) and N = (2, 2) superconformal algebra re-
spectively [20] [21] [22].
Since one cannot couple all the background fields corresponding to the massless su-
perstring states and covariantly quantize in ten dimensions neither with the RNS or
GS formalism, one should look for a more convenient way of describing the super-
string. Fortunately, there exist a formulation in which the super-Poincare´ invariance
is manifest and can be quantized covariantly. This is the pure spinor formulation
for the superstring [23], whose sigma model for describing the Heterotic and type
II superstrings [24] has been used to compute the equations of motion for the back-
grounds, giving respectively the super Yang-Mills/supergravity equations of motion
for the heterotic case [25] and supergravity equations of motion for the type II sigma
model [26]. It is worth to note that before pure spinors were used to describe su-
perstrings, integrability along pure spinor lines allowed to find the super Yang-Mills
and supergravity equations of motion in ten dimensions [28] . Before discussing the
pure spinor sigma model, which will be done in chapter two and three, it will be
useful to give a brief review of the pure spinor formalism in a flat background. For
detailed and pedagogical reviews, see [29] and [30].
1.2 Pure spinor formalism
The Pure Spinor formalism has its roots in the Siegel approach for describing the
superstring [31]. This approach had success for covariantly quantizing the super-
particle, but it could not be used to describe the physical superstring spectrum.
Nevertheless it had the advantage that all the worldsheet fields are free, making
trivial the computation of the OPE’s. Instead of describing the Siegel approach,
the pure spinor description for the Heterotic and type II superstrings will be given
directly.
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1.2.1 Heterotic superstring in the Pure Spinor formalism
The action for the heterotic superstring in the pure spinor formalism is given by
S =
1
2πα′
∫
d2z(
1
2
∂Xm∂Xm + pα∂θ
α + b¯∂c¯) + Sλ + SJ , (1.161)
where the worldsheet variables (Xm, θα, pα), with m = 0. . .9, α = 1. . .16, describe
the N = 1D = 10 superspace. pα is the conjugate momentum to θ
α. This formalism
takes its name from the bosonic spinor λα, which is constrained to satisfy the pure
spinor condition λα(γm)αβλ
β = 0, where γm are 16× 16 symmetric ten-dimensional
gamma matrices. The pure spinor part of the action, denoted by Sλ, is the action
for a free β γ system, where the conjugate momentum to λα is denoted by ωα. SJ
denotes the action for the heterotic right-moving currents and (b¯, c¯) are the right
moving Virasoro ghosts. It is worth to note that the Lorentz currents Nab = 1
2
λγabω
and ghost number current J = λαωα satisfy
Nmn(y)Npq(z)→ α′η
p[nNm]q(z)− ηq[nNm]p(z)
y − z − 3α
′2 η
m[qηp]n
(y − z)2 , (1.162)
J(y)J(z)→ − 4α
′2
(y − z)2 . (1.163)
It is worth to note that the −3 coefficient in the double pole, added with a +4
coefficient for the double pole of the Lorentz curent in Siegel approach Mmn =
1
2
pγmnθ, gives a +1 coefficient, which is the same as in the Lorentz current of the
RNS formalism. These currents have OPEs with the pure spinors
Nmn(y)λα(z)→ 1
2
α′(γmn)αβ
λβ(z)
y − z , J(y)λ
α(z) → α′λ
α(z)
y − z , (1.164)
while the right-moving currents satisfy
J
I
(y)J
J
(z) → α′f
IJ
KJ
K
(z)
y¯ − z¯ + α
′2 δ
IJ
(y¯ − z¯)2 , (1.165)
where f IJK are the E8 × E8 structure constants. Physical states are defined as
vertex operators in the cohomology of the BRST charge∗ Q =
∮
dzλαdα and Q¯ =∮
(c¯T¯ + c¯∂c¯b¯), where dα are the worldsheet variables corresponding to N = 1 D = 10
space-time supersymmetric derivatives and is given by
dα = pα − i
2
γmαβθ
β∂xm +
1
8
γmαβ(γm)γδθ
βθγ∂θδ. (1.166)
∗For a reference of BRST quantization of the superstring and a proof of equivalence of the pure
spinor formalism and GS formalism, see [32] and [33].
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1.2.2 Type II superstring in the Pure Spinor formalism
The pure spinor closed string action in flat space-time is defined by using the super-
space coordinates Xm with m = 0, . . . , 9 and the conjugate pairs (pα, θ
α), (p˜α, θ˜
α)
with (α, α) = 1, . . . , 16. For the type IIA superstring the spinor indices α and α
have the opposite chirality while for the type IIB superstring they have the same
chirality. In order to define a conformal invariant system we need to include a pair
of pure spinor ghost variables (λα, ωα) and (λ˜
α, ω˜α). These ghosts are constrained
to satisfy the pure spinor conditions (λγmλ) = (λ˜γmλ˜) = 0, where γmαβ and γ
m
αβ
are the 16 × 16 symmetric ten dimensional gamma matrices. Because of the pure
spinor conditions, ω and ω˜ are defined up to δω = (λγm)Λm and δω˜ = (λ˜γ
m)Λ˜m.
The quantization of the model is performed after the construction of the BRST-like
charges Q =
∮
λαdα, Q˜ =
∮
λ˜αd˜α, here dα and d˜α are the world-sheet variables cor-
responding to the N = 2 D = 10 space-time supersymmetric derivatives and are
supersymmetric combinations of the space-time superspace coordinates of confor-
mal weights (1, 0) and (0, 1) respectively. The action in flat space is a free action
involving the above fields, that is
S =
1
2πα′
∫
d2z (
1
2
∂Xm∂Xm + pα∂θ
α + p˜α∂θ˜
α) + Spure, (1.167)
where Spure is the action for the pure spinor ghosts.
The left Nmn = 1
2
λγmnω and right-moving currents N˜mn = 1
2
λ˜γmnω˜ satisfy the
OPE’s
Nmn(y)λα(z)→ 1
2
α′(γmn)αβ
λβ(z)
y − z , N˜
mn(y)λ˜α(z)→ 1
2
α′(γmn)αβ
λ˜β(z)
y¯ − z¯ (1.168)
Nmn(y)Npq(z)→ α′η
p[nNm]q(z)− ηq[nNm]p(z)
y − z − 3α
′2 η
m[qηp]n
(y − z)2 , (1.169)
N˜mn(y)N˜pq(z)→ α′η
p[nN˜m]q(z)− ηq[nN˜m]p(z)
y¯ − z¯ − 3α
′2 η
m[qηp]n
(y¯ − z¯)2 , (1.170)
Having a covariantly quantized description for the superstring brings important ad-
vantages. Scattering amplitudes have been computed up to two loops, [34], [35],
[36], [37], [38], [39] and [40]. Also it has been possible to study the superstring in
a curved background more properly, that means, including the full D = 10 N = 1
supermultiplet and finding their equations of motion. In this area, is of importance
to know the effective field theories for the massless modes of the string. One reason
is to know the genuine effective stringy effects in the theory. A second reason is that
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it would be possible to test duality conjectures beyond the leading order and also
would be interesting to know the effects of the string corrections on the solutions of
the supergravity equations of motion.
As emphasized, these Ph.D thesis relays on the area of the non-linear sigma model
for the superstring in the pure spinor description. The coupling of the pure spinor
superstring to a generic background, including RR fields, was given for the first time
by Berkovits and Howe [24], where also a set of D = 10 N = 1 super-Yang-Mills and
supergravity constraints were computed in the heterotic superstring case by studying
the nilpotency of the pure spinor BRST charge and the conservation of its respective
BRST current. Also they found a set D = 10 N = 2 supergravity constraints analog
considerations for the type II superstring in a generic background. Both the het-
erotic and type II pure spinor superstrings in a generic background will be reviewed
in chapter 2 and 3. For the open superstring in the pure spinor description coupled
to a background, it was shown that the classical BRST invariance implies that the
background fields satisfy the full non-linear supersymmetric Born-Infeld equations
of motion [41]. The one-loop beta functions for the heterotic superstring using the
pure spinor formalism were computed by Chandia and Vallilo [25]. These authors
also show that the sYM/supergravity constraints makes the beta functions to be
zero, implying in conformal invariance at one-loop. In collaboration with Chandia
[26] the one-loop beta functions for the type II superstring were computed, and
also were verified the conformal invariance of this theory by using the lowest order
D = 10 N = 2 supergravity constraints. This will be developed in detail in chapter
3 of this thesis. It is worth to note that using the pure spinor formalism, the full
superfield multiplet can be coupled to the superstring. So this allowed to compute
covariantly the equations of motion for the background superfields, even the RR
superfields in a manifestly covariant manner†.
There is one more study that can be performed using the superstring sigma model us-
ing the pure spinor formalism. The Green-Schwarz mechanism demands an anoma-
lous transformation of the the Kalb-Ramond superfield [10], which amounts to an
α′ order Chern-Smons modifications of the field-strength related to this superfield.
It will now be explained how to compute such α′ corrections. Using the pure spinor
sigma model it was shown at the lowest order in α′, that the BRST invariance
puts the background fields on-shell [24]. It is in the quantum regime of the BRST
invariance that it is expected to find the Chern-Simons modifications. These Chern-
†For further studies of the pure spinor superstring in a generic background see [27] and references
therein.
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Simons modifications are of two types: Yang-Mills and Lorentz, as is known since
the Green-Schwarz mechanism for the cancellation of gauge, gravitational and mixed
anomalies in the framework of the ten-dimensional low-energy effective field theo-
ries [10]. Also Hull and Witten [42] noted the appearance of those modifications to
cancel the sigma model gauge anomalies. Atick, Dhar and Ratra [43] gave further
evidence for the existence of the Yang-Mills Chern-Simons modification by making
a Superspace description of N = 1 supergravity coupled to N = 1 super Yang-Mills.
The Chern-Simons modifications were even noted in the component formulation of
supergravity in order to have a consistent theory [44]. Furthermore, integrability
along pure spinor lines allowed Howe [45] to incorporate the Chern-Simons correc-
tions. By studying what conditions are imposed on the background superfields by
the preservation of the BRST invariance properties at first order in α′ for the Het-
erotic sigma model in the pure spinor description, the Yang-Mills Chern-Simons
modifications have been computed in as-yet unpublished work [46] which will be
described in detail in chapter 4. The Lorentz Chern-Simons modifications consti-
tute work in progress and will be discussed in chapter 5. Both Yang-Mills and
Lorentz Chern-Simons modifications appear as stringy corrections to some of the
classical SYM/SUGRA constraints mentioned in the preceding paragraph. Besides
the Chern-Simons modifications, other corrections are expected to preserve super-
symmetry. Being a manifestly supersymmetric, it seems promising that the pure
spinor sigma model would be useful to find a complete α′ correction preserving su-
persymmetry in space-time. This will help to settle an old debate found in the
literature, discussed in some works of Gates et al. [47] , [48] and [49] on one hand
and Bonora et al. [50], [51], [52], [53] and [54] where two sets of string corrected
constraints cannot be related among them.
Recently a new set of supergravity constraints have been introduced by Lechner
and Tonin [55] and it will be of interest to compare their α′ corrections with those
computed directly from the pure spinor superstring.
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Chapter 2
Ten-Dimensional Supergravity Constraints from the
Pure Spinor Formalism for the Heterotic Super-
string
Before discussing the conformal anomaly and the gauge and Lorentz anomaly for the
superstring, it will be introduced the sigma-model type action in the pure spinor
formalism [24] for the heterotic superstring. As in the bosonic string case [56],
the starting point for costructing a sigma-model action are the integrated vertex
operators corresponding to the massless states. This chapter is fully based on [24]
and the pourpose of including it in the thesis is to make the text more complete and
set notation, instead of being original in this topic.
2.1 Vertex Operators in the pure spinor formalism
The massless supergravity and super Yang-Mills vertex operators are respectively
given by
VSG =
∫
d2z[∂θαAαm(x, θ) + Π
nAnm(x, θ) + dαE
α
m(xθ) +NnpΩm
np]∂xm, (2.1)
VsYM =
∫
d2z[∂θαAαI(x, θ) + Π
nAnI(x, θ) + dαW
α
I (xθ) +NnpUI
np]J
I
, (2.2)
where the last two terms in each vertex operators are present to make them BRST
invariant and Πm = ∂xm + i
2
θγm∂θ. Note that any of this two vertex operators
could be constructed from the open string vertex operator
Vopen =
∫
dz[∂θαAα(x, θ) + Π
nAn(x, θ) + dαW
α(xθ) +NnpU
np] (2.3)
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multiplying either with
∫
dz¯∂xm or
∫
dz¯J . By computing the conditions for BRST
invariance of (2.1) one finds
(γnpqrs)
αβDαAβm = 0, ∂
m(∂mAβn − ∂nAβm) = 0, (2.4)
which are the linearized N = 1 supergravity equations motions, and also
Anm = − i
8
Dα(γn)
αβAβm, Em
β = − i
10
(γn)αβ(DαAnm − ∂nAαm), (2.5)
Ωm
np =
1
8
Dα(γ
np)αβEm
β = ∂[nAp]m,
which defines the linearized supergravity connections and field-strengths in terms of
Aαm. Similarly, the BRST invariance of (2.2) leads to the linearized N = 1 super
Yang-Mills equation of motion
(γnpqrs)
αβDαAβI = 0, (2.6)
as can be read-off from the condition λαλβDαAβI = 0 using the pure spinor condi-
tion; and also to the definitions of the linearized super Yang-Mills connections and
field strengths in terms of AαI :
AnI = − i
8
Dα(γn)
αβAβI , WI
β = − i
10
(γn)αβ(DαAnI − ∂nAαI), (2.7)
UI
np =
1
8
Dα(γ
np)αβW
β
I = ∂[nAp]I .
The on-shell graviton hmn is contained in the (γ
nθ)αhmn(x) of Aαm(x, θ), while the
on-shell gluon anI is in the (γ
nθ)αanI(x) of AαI(x, θ).
By considering the coupling of the superstring to a generic background, (2.4)-(2.7)
will be generalized to covariant non-linear equations.
2.2 Heterotic Superstring in a Generic Background
By adding the supergravity and super Yang-Mills vertex operators (2.1) and (2.2)
to the flat action (1.161) and covariantizing respect to N = 1 D = 10 super-
reparameterization invariance, one can arrive to an action for the coupling of the
Heterotic superstring to a curved background. Also, one can consider the worldsheet
fields ∂xm, ∂xm, ∂θα, ∂θα, dα, J and λ
αωβ. Then, by making products among them,
one can write an expression which is classically invariant under worldsheet conformal
transformations. The action is given by
S =
1
2πα′
∫
d2z[
1
2
∂ZM∂ZN(GNM +BNM) + dα∂Z
MEM
α + ∂ZMJ
I
AMI (2.8)
+dαJ
I
W αI + λ
αωβJ
I
UIα
β + λαωβ∂Z
MΩMα
β ] + SFT + Sghost + Sλ + SJ .
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In this notation ZM = (xm, θµ) are coordinates for the superspace. Middle alpha-
bet indices denote the curved superspace indices, while beginning alphabet indices
a = (a, α) denote the tangent superspace indices. The set of background super-
fields is given by GMN , BMN , EM
α, AMI , W
α
I , UIα
β, ΩMα
β and Φ. In terms of the
supervielbein EM
A, GMN is given by GMN = EM
aEN
bηab. BMN is the two-form
Kalb-Ramond potential, and Φ is the dilaton. AMI is the super Yang-Mills po-
tential, while W αI and UIα
β will be related to the super Yang-Mills field strengths.
SFT denotes the Fradkin-Tseytlin action SFT =
1
4π
∫
d2zΦ(z)r(2), where r(2) is the
two-dimensional scalar curvature. Finally, ΩMα
β is the sping connection super-
field. Because of the form that ωα appears in (2.8) and the pure spinor condition,
there is a gauge invariance δωα = Λ
a(γaλ)α, so the background superfields satisfy
(γbcde)β
αΩMα
β = (γbcde)β
αUIα
β = 0, which imply
ΩMα
β = Ω
(s)
M δα
β +
1
4
ΩM
cd(γcd)α
β, UIα
β = U
(s)
I δα
β +
1
4
UI
cd(γcd)α
β . (2.9)
The action (2.8) is invariant under local gauge transformations
δEM
b = ηcdΛ
bcEM
d, δEM
α = ΣαβEM
β, δΩMα
β = ∂MΣα
β + ΣγαΩMγ
β − ΣβγΩMαγ ,
δW αI = Σ
α
γW
γ
I , δUIα
β = ΣγαUIγ
β − ΣβγUIαγ, δλα = Σαγλγ, δωα = −Σγαωγ, (2.10)
as well as under local shift transformations.
δΩ(s)α = 4(γc)αβh
cβ, δΩα
bc = 2(γ[b)αβh
c]β, δdα = −δΩαβγλβωγ, δUIαβ = W γI δΩγαβ,
(2.11)
where the transformation of Ωαβ
γ has been chosen in such a way for not to change
the pure spinor BRST current.
2.2.1 Heterotic Nilpotency Constraints
The constraints found by requiring that the BRST charge remains nilpotent when
the string is coupled to a curved background can be found either by using canonical
commutation relations [24], computing directly twice the BRST variation on various
worldsheet fields in (2.8) [57] or by a tree level computation, as explained in chapter
4. In this section we use the first approach, with a commutator algebra
[PM , Z
N ] = δM
N , [ωα, λ
β] = δβα, [J
I
, J
J
] = f IJKJ
K
, (2.12)
where the canonical momentum is defined as usual PM = δL/δ(∂0Z
M). By comput-
ing this momentum one finds
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dα = Eα
M(PM +
1
2
(∂ZN − ∂ZN)BNM − λδωβΩMδβ − JIAMI). (2.13)
Then, one can use the commutators algebra (2.12) to find
{Q,Q} =
∮
λαλβ [Tαβ
CDC − 1
2
(∂ZN − ∂ZN)HαβN − λγωδRαβγδ − JIFαβI ], (2.14)
where DC = EC
M(PM − λαωβΩMαβ − JIAMI).
From (2.14) one can read the nilpotency constraints
λαλβTαβ
C = λαλβHαβC = λ
αλβλγRαβγ
δ = λαλβFαβI = 0. (2.15)
2.2.2 Heterotic Holomorphicity Constraints
In this subsection it will be computed the conditions for ∂(λαdα) = 0 at the lowest
order. Again there are three possible ways to compute this constraints. One is by
using the classical equations of motion derived for the worldsheet fields in (2.8) [24],
by computing directly the BRST variation of this action [57] or by computing tree
level diagrams, as will be shown in chapter four. In this chapter it will be followed
the first approach.
By variating λα and ωα in (2.8) one obtains respectively
∂ωα = −(∂ZMΩMαβ + JIUIαβ)ωβ, ∂λα = (∂ZMΩMβα + JIUIβα)λβ. (2.16)
The equations of motion for the right-moving Heterotic currents can be found by
using bosonization. The result is
∂J
I
= f IJKJ
K
(∂ZMAMJ + dαW
α
J + λ
αωβUJα
β). (2.17)
Finally, by computing the variation of (2.8) with respect of superspace coordinates
ZM one finds
∂dα = Eα
P [(∂[PEM ]
a)EN
bηab + ∂[PEN ]
aEM
bηab − 1
2
HPMN)∂Z
M∂ZN (2.18)
+2(∂[PEN ]
β)dβ + ∂[PΩN ]γ
βλγωβ)∂Z
N − ΩPγβ∂(λγωβ)− API∂J I
+(2∂[PAM ]I∂Z
M + ∂PW
β
I dβ + ∂PUIγ
βλγωβ)J
I
].
So, by using (2.16), ( 2.17) and (2.18) one finds the that derivative in the z¯ direction
of the BRST current is
∂(λαdα) = λ
α[ΠbΠ
c
(Tαbc+Tαcb−Hαbc)]+1
2
ΠβΠ
c
(Tαβc−Hαβc)+dβΠcTαcβ+λβωγΠcRαcβγ ]
(2.19)
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+λα[ΠbJ
I
(FαbI +
1
2
W βI (Tαβb −Hαβb)) + ΠγJ
I
(FαγI +
1
2
W βI Hαγβ)]
+λα[dβJ
I
(∇αW βI − TαγβW γI − UIαβ) + λγωδJ
I
(∇αUIγδ −Rαβγδ)],
where ΠA = ∂ZMEM
A, Π
A
= ∂ZMEM
A and TABc ≡ TABdηdc.
Since Π
α
is related to J
I
through Π
α
= −J IW αI by using the equation of motion
for the worldsheet field dα in (2.8), we arrive at the following set of constraints for
holomorphicity of the BRST current at the lowest order in α′
Tα(bc) = −Hαbc = Tαβc −Hαβc = Tcαβ = 0, λαλβRdαβγ = 0, FαβI = −1
2
W γI Hγαβ,
(2.20)
FαbI = −W γI Tγαb, ∇αW βI − TαγβW γI = UIαβ, λαλβ(∇αUIβγ +RαγβδW γI ) = 0.
It will be explained in chapter 4 how to compute those constraints perturbatively
in α′.
In the following chapter, it will be discussed the pure spinor sigma model for the
type II superstring.
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Chapter 3
One-loop Conformal Invariance of the Type II Pure
Spinor Superstring in a Curved Background
Having gained experience with the Heterotic sigma model, the type II sigma model
will be introduced and the conditions for conformal invariance will be computed. At
the end of the chapter it will be shown how the classical constraints imply in the
equations of motion for the background.
3.1 Classical Considerations
In a curved background, the pure spinor sigma model action for the type II su-
perstring is obtained by adding to the flat action of (1.167) the integrated vertex
operator for supergravity massless states and then covariantizing respect to ten di-
mensional N = 2 super-reparameterization invariance. The result of doing this
is
S =
1
2πα′
∫
d2z (
1
2
ΠaΠ
b
ηab+
1
2
ΠAΠ
B
BBA+dαΠ
α
+ d˜αΠ
α+(λαωβ)Ωα
β+(λ˜αω˜β)Ω˜α
β
(3.1)
+dαd˜βP
αβ + (λαωβ)d˜γCα
βγ + (λ˜αω˜β)dγC˜α
βγ + (λαωβ)(λ˜
αω˜β)Sαα
ββ) + Spure + SFT ,
where ΠA = ∂ZMEM
A,Π
A
= ∂ZMEM
A with EM
A the supervielbein and ZM are
the curved superspace coordinates, BBA is the super two-form potential. The con-
nections appears as Ωα
β = ∂ZMΩMα
β = Π
A
ΩAα
β and Ω˜α
β = ∂ZM Ω˜Mα
β = ΠAΩ˜Aα
β.
They are independent since the action of (3.1) has two independent Lorentz sym-
metry transformations. One acts on the α-type indices and the other acts on the
α-type indices. Spure is the action for the pure spinor ghosts and is the same as in
the flat space case of (1.167).
As was shown in [24], the gravitini and the dilatini fields are described by the lowest
θ-components of the superfields Cα
βγ and C˜α
βγ, while the Ramond-Ramond field
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strengths are in the superfield P αβ. The dilaton is the theta independent part of
the superfield Φ which defines the Fradkin-Tseytlin term
SFT =
1
2π
∫
d2z r Φ, (3.2)
where r is the world-sheet curvature. Because of the pure spinor constraints, the
superfields in 3.1 cannot be arbitrary. In fact, because of the gauge invariances
δωα = Λ
a(γaλ)α and δω˜α = Λ¯
a(γaλ˜)α one can find
ΩAα
β = ΩAδα
β +
1
4
ΩAab(γ
ab)α
β, Ω˜Aα
β = Ω˜Aδα
β +
1
4
Ω˜Aab(γ
ab)α
β, (3.3)
Cα
βγ = Cγδα
β +
1
4
Cab
γ(γab)α
β, C˜α
βγ = C˜γδα
β +
1
4
C˜ab
γ(γab)α
β , (3.4)
Sαα
ββ = Sδα
βδα
β+
1
4
Sab(γ
ab)α
βδα
β+
1
4
S˜ab(γ
ab)α
βδα
β+
1
16
Sabcd(γ
ab)α
β(γcd)α
β. (3.5)
The action of (3.1) is BRST invariant if the background fields satisfy suitable con-
straints. As was shown in [24], these constraints imply that the background field
satisfy the type II supergravity equations. The BRST invariance is obtained by
requiring that the BRST currents jB = λ
αdα and j˜B = λ˜
αd˜α are conserved. Besides,
the BRST charges Q =
∮
jB and Q˜ =
∮
j˜B are nilpotent and anticommute. Let us
review these properties now.
3.1.1 Nilpotency
As was shown in [24] (see also [57]), nilpotency is obtained after defining momentum
variables in (3.1) and then using the canonical Poisson brackets. The only momen-
tum variable that does not appear in (3.1) is the conjugate momentum of ZM which
is defined as PM = (2πα
′)δS/δ(∂0Z
M) where ∂0 =
1
2
(∂ + ∂). It is not difficult to see
that ωα is the conjugate momentum to λ
α and that ω˜α is the one for λ˜
α. Nilpotence
of Q determines the constraints
λαλβHαβA = λ
αλβλγRαβγ
δ = λαλβR˜αβγ
δ = 0, (3.6)
λαλβTαβ
a = λαλβTαβ
γ = λαλβTαβ
γ = 0, (3.7)
where H = dB, the torsion TAB
α and RABγ
δ are the torsion and the curvature
constructed using ΩAβ
γ as connection. Similarly, TAB
γ and R˜ABγ
δ are the torsion
and the curvature using Ω˜Aβ
γ as connection.
The nilpotence of the BRST charge Q˜ leads to the constraints
λ˜αλ˜βHαβA = λ˜
αλ˜βRαβγ
δ = λ˜αλ˜βλ˜γR˜αβγ
δ = 0, (3.8)
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λ˜αλ˜βTαβ
a = λ˜αλ˜βTαβ
γ = λ˜αλ˜βT˜αβ
γ = 0. (3.9)
Finally, the anticommutation between Q and Q˜ determines
HαβA = Tαβ
a = Tαβ
γ = Tαβ
γ = λαλβRγαβ
δ = λ˜αλ˜βR˜γαβ
δ = 0. (3.10)
Note that given the decomposition (3.3) for the connections, we can respectively
write
RDCα
β = RDCδα
β +
1
4
RDCef(γ
ef)α
β, (3.11)
R˜DCα
β = R˜DCδα
β +
1
4
R˜DCef(γ
ef)α
β. (3.12)
3.1.2 Holomorphicity
The holomorphicity of jB and the antiholomorphicity of j˜B constraints are deter-
mined after the use of the equations of motion derived from the action (3.1). The
equation for the pure spinor ghosts are
∇λα+λβ(d˜γCβαγ+ λ˜αω˜βSβααβ) = 0, ∇ωα− (d˜γCαβγ+ λ˜αω˜βSααββ)ωβ = 0, (3.13)
and
∇λ˜α+ λ˜β(dγC˜βαγ+λαωβSαββα) = 0, ∇ω˜α− (dγC˜αβγ+λαωβSααββ)ω˜β = 0, (3.14)
where ∇ is a covariant derivative which acts with Ω or Ω˜ connections according to
the index structure of the fields it is acting on. For example,
∇P αβ = ∂P αβ + P γβΩγα + P αγΩ˜γβ.
The variations respect to dα and d˜α provide the equations
Π
α
+ d˜βP
αβ + λ˜αω˜βC˜α
βα = 0, Πα − dβP βα + λαωβCαβα = 0. (3.15)
The most difficult equations to obtain are those coming from the variation of the
superspace coordinates. Let us define σA = δZMEM
A, then it is not difficult to
obtain
δΠA = ∂σA − σBΠCEBMECN∂[NEM ]A(−1)C(B+M).
Here we can express this variation in terms of the connection Ω . In fact,
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δΠA = ∇σA − σBΠC(TCBA + ΩBCA(−1)BC).
There is a point about our notation for the torsion that we should make clear. Using
tangent superspace indices, the torsion can be written as
TBC
A = −EBN (∂NECM)EMA + (−)BCECN (∂NEBM)EMA + ΩBCA − (−)BCΩCBA.
(3.16)
In our notation, TBC
α will mean that the connection in (3.16) is ΩCβ
α while TBC
α
means that the connection in (3.16) is Ω˜Cβ
α. Since we also have two connections
with bosonic tangent space index ΩCb
a and Ω˜Cb
a, we use TBC
a to denote the torsion
when we use the first and T˜BC
a to denote the torsion when we use the second.
We vary the action (3.1) under these transformations and, after using the equations
(3.14), (3.15) and some of the nilpotence constraints, we obtain
∇dα = −1
2
ΠaΠ
b
(Tα(ba) +Hαba) +
1
2
ΠβΠ
a
(Tβαa −Hβαa)− dβΠaTaαβ (3.17)
−d˜βΠa(Taαβ +
1
2
P γβ(Tγαa +Hγαa)) + λ
βωγΠ
a
Raαβ
γ
+λ˜βω˜γΠ
a(R˜aαβ
γ − 1
2
C˜β
γδ(Tδαa +Hδαa))− d˜βΠγ(Tγαβ +
1
2
P δβHδγα)
+λβωγΠ
δ
Rδαβ
γ + λ˜βω˜γΠ
δ(R˜δαβ
γ +
1
2
C˜β
γρHρδα)
+dβd˜γ(P
δγTδα
β −∇αP βγ) + λ˜βω˜γdδ(∇αC˜βγδ + C˜βγρTραδ + P δρR˜ραβγ)
+λβωγ d˜δ(∇αCβγδ − P ρδRραβγ)− λβωγλ˜δω˜ρ(∇αSβδγρ + CβγσR˜σαδρ
+C˜δ
ρσRσαβ
γ),
and
∇d˜α = −1
2
ΠaΠ
b
(Tα(ba) +Hαba) +
1
2
ΠaΠ
β
(Tβαa +Hβαa)− d˜βΠaTaαβ (3.18)
−dβΠa(Taαβ − 1
2
P βγ(Tγαa −Hγαa)) + λ˜βω˜γΠaR˜aαβγ
+λβωγΠ
a
(Raαβ
γ − 1
2
Cβ
γδ(Tδαa −Hδαa))− dβΠ
γ
(Tγα
β +
1
2
P βδHγδα)
+λ˜βω˜γΠ
δR˜δαβ
γ + λβωγΠ
δ
(Rδαβ
γ +
1
2
Cβ
γρHδρα)
+dβd˜γ(P
βδTδα
γ −∇αP βγ) + λβωγ d˜δ(∇αCβγδ + CβγρT˜ραδ − P ρδRραβγ)
+λ˜βω˜γdδ(∇αC˜βγδ + P δρR˜ραβγ)− λβωγ λ˜δω˜ρ(∇αSβδγρ + CβγσR˜σαδρ
+C˜δ
ρσRσαβ
γ).
From these equations, (3.13), (3.14) and also two equations in (3.10) we obtain the
holomorphicity constraints. In fact, ∇jB = 0 implies
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Tα(ab) = Hαab = Tαβa −Hαβa = Taαβ = Taαβ + P γβTγαa = λαλβRaαβγ = 0,
R˜aαβ
γ − C˜βγδTδαa = Tγαβ +
1
2
P δβHδγα = R˜δαβ
γ +
1
2
C˜β
γρHρδα = 0, (3.19)
P δγTδα
β −∇αP βγ − Cαβγ = ∇αC˜βγδ + C˜βγρTραδ + P δρR˜ραβγ − Sαβδγ = 0,
λαλβ(∇αCβγδ − P ρδRραβγ) = λαλβ(∇αSβδγρ + CβγσR˜σαδρ + C˜δρσRσαβγ) = 0,
and ∇j˜B = 0 implies
Tα(ab) = Hαab = Tαβa +Hαβa = Taα
β = Taα
β − P βγTγαa = λ˜αλ˜βR˜aαβγ = 0,
Raαβ
γ − CβγδTδαa = Tγαβ +
1
2
P βδHγδα = Rδαβ
γ +
1
2
Cβ
γρHδρα = 0 (3.20)
P βδTδα
γ −∇αP βγ + C˜αγβ = ∇αCβγδ + CβγρTραδ − P ρδRραβγ − Sβαγδ = 0
λ˜αλ˜β(∇αC˜βγδ + P δρR˜ραβγ) = 0, λ˜αλ˜β(∇αSδβργ + CδρσR˜σαβγ + C˜βγσRσαδρ) = 0.
3.1.3 Solving the Bianchi identities
We can gauge-fix some of the torsion components and determine others through the
use of Bianchi identities. It is not necessary but it will simplify the computation of
the one-loop beta functions. As in [24], we can set Hαβγ = Hαβγ = Hαβγ = Hαβγ = 0
since there is no such ten-dimensional superfields satisfying the nilpotency constrains
of Q and Q˜. We can use the Lorentz rotations to gauge fix Tαβ
a = γaαβ and Tαβ
a =
γa
αβ
, therefore the above constraints imply Hαβa = (γa)αβ and Hαβa = −(γa)αβ. We
can use the shift symmetry of the action (3.1)
δdα = δΩαβ
γλβωγ, δd˜α = δΩ˜αβ
γλ˜βω˜γ, δCα
βγ = P δγδΩδα
β, δC˜α
βγ = −P γδδΩ˜δαβ,
δSαβ
γδ = Cα
γρδΩ˜ρβ
δ + C˜β
δρδΩρα
γ,
to gauge-fix Tαβ
γ = Tαβ
γ = 0.
The Bianchi identity for the torsion is
(∇T )ABCD ≡ ∇[ATBC]D + T[ABETEC]D − R[ABC]D = 0, (3.21)
where brackets in (3.21) mean (anti-)symmetrization respect to the ABC indices.
The curvature will be R or R˜ if the upper index D is δ or δ respectively. When
D = d, we use the notation (∇T )ABCd or (∇T˜ )ABCd, if we use the connection ΩBca
or Ω˜Bc
a; then the curvatures in each case will be R or R˜.
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The Bianchi identity (∇T )αβγa = 0 implies Tαab = 2(γab)αβΩβ . Similarly, the
Bianchi identity (∇T˜ )αβγa = 0 implies T˜αab = 2(γab)αβΩ˜β . The Bianchi identity
(∇T )αβγa = 0 implies Ω˜α = T˜αab = 0. Similarly, the Bianchi identity (∇T )αβγa = 0
implies Ωα = Tαa
b = 0. It is not difficult to show that the constraints Taα
α = Taα
α =
0 imply Ωa = Ω˜a = 0.
We can write two sets of Bianchi identities forH depending on what is the connection
we choose in the covariant derivative. Note that the components of the superfield
H do not depend on such choice. The Bianchi identities come from ∇H = 0 and
∇˜H = 0 and it is not difficult to check that both sets are equivalent. Let us write
only one of them
(∇H)ABCD ≡ ∇[AHBCD] + 3
2
T[AB
EHECD] = 0. (3.22)
There is one more Bianchi identity involving a derivative of the curvature
(∇R)ABCDE ≡ ∇R[ABC]DE + T[ABFRFC]DE = 0. (3.23)
The identities (∇H)αβγδ, (∇H)αβγδ, (∇H)αβγδ, (∇H)αβγδ, (∇H)αβγδ are easily sat-
isfied if we recall the identities for gamma matrices γa(αβ(γa)γ)δ = γ
a
(αβ
(γa)γ)δ = 0.
The identities (∇H)aαβγ , (∇H)aαβγ, (∇H)aαβγ , (∇H)aαβγ are satisfied after using the
dimension-1
2
constraints. The identity (∇H)abαβ = 0 implies Tabc + Habc = 0 and
the identity (∇˜H)abαβ = 0 implies T˜abc − Habc = 0. The identity (∇H)abαβ = 0 is
satisfied if we use the constraints involving the superfield P αβ in the first lines of
(3.19) and (3.20).
3.1.4 The remaining equation of motion
In the computation of the one-loop beta function we will need to know the equation
of motion for Πa and Π
a
. Since we know that the difference ∇Πa − ∇Πa is given
by the torsion components, then we only need to determine ∇Πa + ∇Πa which is
determined by the varying the action respect to σa = δZMEM
a. To make life simpler
we will write this equation using the above results for torsion and H components.
The equation turns out to be
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12
(∇˜Πa +∇Πa) = 1
2
ΠbΠ
c
Hcba − 1
2
ΠαΠ
b
Tαab + dαΠ
b
Tab
α + λαωβΠ
b
Rabα
β
+
1
2
d˜αΠ
βTaβ
α + d˜αΠ
b(Tab
α +
1
2
P βαTβab)
+λ˜αω˜βΠ
b(R˜abα
β +
1
2
C˜α
βγTγab)
+
1
2
λ˜αω˜βΠ
γR˜aγα
β +
1
2
dαΠ
β
Taβ
α +
1
2
λαωβΠ
γ
Raγα
β + dαd˜β∇aP αβ
+λαωβd˜γ(∇aCαβγ − P δγRaδαβ) + λ˜αω˜βdγ(∇aC˜αβγ + P γδR˜aδαβ)
+λαωβλ˜
γω˜δ(∇aSαγβδ − C˜γδρRaραβ − CαβρR˜aργδ). (3.24)
3.1.5 Ghost number conservation
As it was shown in [24], the vanishing of the ghost number anomaly determines that
the spinorial derivatives of the dilaton superfield Φ are proportional to the scale
connection Ω. This relation is crucial to cancel the beta function in heterotic string
case [25] and will be equally essential in our computation. Let us recall how this
relation is obtained. Consider the coupling between ghost number currents and the
connections in the action (3.1). Namely
1
2πα′
∫
d2z (JΩ + J˜Ω).
The BRST variation on this term contains the term
− 1
2πα′
∫
d2z (∂JλαΩα + ∂J˜λ
αΩ˜α).
The anomaly in the ghost number current conservation turns out to be proportional
to the two dimensional Ricci scalar, as noted by dimensional grounds. The pro-
portionality can be determined by performing a Weyl transformation, around the
flat world-sheet, of the anomaly equation. In this way, the triple-pole in the OPE
between the current and the corresponding stress tensor yields
∇αΦ = 4Ωα, ∇αΦ = 4Ω˜α, (3.25)
which will be used in section 5 to cancel the UV divergent part of the effective
action.
3.2 Covariant Background Field Expansion
We use the method explained in [20] and [25]. Here, we need to define a straight-line
geodesic which joins a point in superspace to neighbor ones and allows us to perform
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an expansion in superspace. It is given by Y A which satisfies the geodesic equation
∆Y A = Y B∇BY A = 0. The connection we choose to define this covariant derivative
has the non-vanishing components ΩAa
b,ΩAα
β and Ω˜Aα
β. These same connections
are defined in the action (3.1). In this way, the covariant expansions of the different
objects in (3.1) are determined by
∆ΠA = ∇Y A − Y BΠCTCBA, ∆Ωαβ = −Y AΠBRBAαβ , ∆Ω˜αβ = −Y AΠBR˜BAαβ.
(3.26)
Any superfield Ψ is expanded as ∆Ψ = Y A∇AΨ.
As in [25], we see that dα, d˜α and the pure spinor ghosts are treated as fundamental
fields, then we expand them according to
dα = dα0 + d̂α, λ
α = λα0 + λ̂
α, ωα = ωα0 + ω̂α, (3.27)
d˜α = d˜α0 +
̂˜
dα, λ˜
α = λ˜α0 +
̂˜
λ
α
, ω˜α = ω˜α0 + ̂˜ωα0, (3.28)
where the subindex 0 means the background value of the corresponding field which
will dropped in the subsequent discussion.
The quadratic part of the expansion of (3.1), excluding the Fradkin-Tseytlin term,
has the form
S2 = Sp +
1
2πα′
∫
d2z (Y AY BEBA + Y
A∇Y BCBA + Y A∇Y BCBA (3.29)
+d̂αY
ADA
α +
̂˜
dαY
ADA
α + (λ̂αω̂β)Hα
β + (
̂˜
λ
α ̂˜ωβ)Hαβ + (λ̂αωβ + λαω̂β)Y AIAαβ
+(
̂˜
λ
α
ω˜β + λ˜
α ̂˜ωβ)Y AIAαβ + d̂α̂˜dβP αβ + (λ̂αωβ + λαω̂β)̂˜dγCαβγ +
(
̂˜
λ
α
ω˜β + λ˜
α ̂˜ωβ)d̂γC˜αβγ + (λ̂αωβ + λαω̂β)(̂˜λγω˜δ + λ˜γ ̂˜ωδ)Sαγβδ),
where EBA, CBA, . . . are background superfields given by
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EBA =
1
4
ΠCΠ
D
(TCB
EHEDA(−1)D(C+B) − TDBEHECA(−1)BC +∇BHDCA(−1)B(C+D)
+2TCB
aTDAa(−1)D(C+B))− 1
4
Π(aΠ
C)
(RCBAa − TCBDTDAa +∇BTCAa(−1)BC)
+
1
2
dαΠ
C
(−1)A+B(−RCBAα + TCBDTDAα −∇BTCAα(−1)BC) (3.30)
+
1
2
d˜αΠ
C(−1)A+B(−RCBAα + TCBDTDAα −∇BTCAα(−1)BC)
+
1
2
λαωβΠ
C
(TCB
DRDAα
β −∇BRCAαβ(−1)BC)
+
1
2
λ˜αω˜βΠ
C(TCB
DRDAα
β −∇BRCAαβ(−1)BC) + 1
2
dαd˜β∇B∇AP αβ
+
1
2
λαωβd˜γ∇B∇ACαβγ(−1)A+B + 1
2
λ˜αω˜βdγ∇B∇AC˜αβγ(−1)A+B
+
1
2
λαωβλ˜
γω˜δ∇B∇ASαγβδ,
CBA = −1
4
ΠaTBAa− 1
2
ΠCTCAaδ
a
B −
1
4
ΠAHCBA− 1
2
dαTBA
α(−1)A+B − 1
2
λαωβRBAα
β,
(3.31)
CBA = −1
4
ΠbTBAa− 1
2
Π
C
TCAaδ
a
B +
1
4
ΠAHCBA− 1
2
d˜αT˜BA
α(−1)A+B − 1
2
λ˜αω˜βR˜BAα
β,
(3.32)
DA
α = −ΠBTBAα + d˜β∇AP αβ(−1)A + λ˜βω˜γ∇AC˜βγα, (3.33)
DA
α = −ΠB T˜BAα − dβ∇AP βα(−1)A + λβωγ∇ACβγα, (3.34)
Hα
β = Ωα
β + d˜γCα
βγλ˜γω˜δSαγ
βδ, (3.35)
Hα
β = Ω˜α
β + dγC˜α
βγ + λγωδSγα
δβ , (3.36)
IAα
β = −ΠARBAαβ + d˜γ∇ACαβγ(−1)A + λ˜γω˜δ∇ASαγβγ , (3.37)
IAα
β = −ΠBR˜BAαβ + dγ∇AC˜αβγ(−1)A + λγωδ∇ASγαδβ . (3.38)
In (3.30) Sp provides the propagators for the quantum fields and is given by
Sp =
1
2πα′
∫
d2z (
1
2
∇Y a∇Ya + d̂α∇Y α + ̂˜dα∇Y α) + Lpure, (3.39)
where Lpure is the Lagrangian for the pure spinor ghosts.
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3.3 The one-loop UV divergent Part of the Effective Action
The effective action is given by
e−Seff =
∫
DQ e−S, (3.40)
where Q represents the quantum fluctuations.
To compute the one-loop beta functions we need to expand (3.1) up to second order
in the quantum fields. In this way, we will obtain the UV divergent part[2] of the
effective action, SΛ. Here Λ is UV scale. Note that the Fradkin-Tseytlin term is
evaluated on a sphere with metric Λdzdz¯. Finally, the complete UV divergent part
of the effective action becomes
SΛ +
1
2π
∫
d2z (∇ΠA∇AΦ + ΠAΠB∇B∇AΦ) log Λ. (3.41)
The computation of SΛ is performed by contracting the quantum fields. From (3.39)
we read
Y a(z, z¯)Y b(w, w¯)→ −α′ηab log |z − w|2 (3.42)
d̂α(z)Y
β(w)→ α
′δα
β
(z − w) ,
̂˜
dα(z¯)Y
β(w¯)→ α
′δβα
(z¯ − w¯) . (3.43)
For the pure spinor ghosts we note that, because of (3.3), they enter in the combi-
nations
Nab =
1
2
(λγabω), J = λαωα, N˜
ab =
1
2
(λ˜γabω˜), J˜ = λ˜αω˜α.
We can expand each of these combinations as J + J1 + J2, similarly for J˜ , N
ab
and N˜ab. As in [25], the only relevant OPE’s involving the pure spinor ghosts and
contributing to SΛ are
Nab1 (z)N
cd
1 (w)→
1
(z − w)(−η
a[cNd]b(w) + ηb[cNd]a(w)), (3.44)
N˜ab1 (z¯)N˜
cd
1 (w¯)→
1
(z¯ − w¯)(−η
a[cN˜d]b(w¯) + ηb[cN˜d]a(w¯)). (3.45)
The one-loop contributions to SΛ come from self-contraction of Y
A’s in the term
with EBA in (3.30) and a series of double contractions in (3.30). These come from
products between the term involving CBA with the one involving CBA, CBA with
DA
β, CBA with DA
β , DA
β with DA
β, EBA with P
αβ, ICα
β with Cα
βγ, ICα
β with
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C˜α
βγ and Sαγ
βδ with itself. After adding up all these contributions, the one-loop
UV divergent part of the effective action is proportional to
∫
d2z [−ηabEba + ηa[cηd]bCbaCdc + ηabC[aα]Dbα + ηabC [aα]Dbα +DαβDβα + E[αβ]P αβ
(3.46)
+NabIαa
cCcb
α+N˜abIαa
cC˜cb
α+
1
2
NabN˜ cdSa
e
c
fSbedf+∇ΠA∇AΦ+ΠAΠB∇B∇AΦ] log Λ,
where we used the expressions (3.3).
Now it will be shown that (3.46) vanishes as consequence of the classical BRST
constraints.
3.4 One-loop Conformal Invariance
To write the equations derived from the vanishing of (3.46), we need to determine
∇ΠA from the classical equations of motion from (3.1). In order to do this, we need
to know
∇ΠA −∇ΠA = ΠBΠCTCBA. (3.47)
Note that we are using here the connection ΩA
B to calculate the covariant derivatives
and the torsion components.
The equation for ∇Πa is
∇Πa = ΠbΠcTabc −ΠαΠbTαab + d˜αΠbTabα + dαΠbTabα + λ˜αω˜βΠbR˜abαβ (3.48)
+λαωβΠ
b
Rabα
β + d˜αΠ
βTaβ
α + λ˜αω˜βΠ
γR˜aγα
β + dαd˜β∇aP αβ
+λαωβd˜γ(∇aCαβγ − P δγRaδαβ) + λ˜αω˜βdγ(∇aC˜αβγ + P γδR˜aδαβ)
+λαωβλ˜
γω˜δ(∇aSαγβδ − C˜γδρRaραβ − CαβρR˜aργδ).
Now we compute the equation for Π
α
. We start by noting that this world-sheet field
is determined from the equation of motion (3.15), then
∇Πα = −∇(d˜βP αβ + λ˜βω˜γC˜βγα).
Remember that the covariant derivative on P αβ and C˜α
βγ acts with Ωα
β on α-indices
and with Ω˜α
β on α-indices. Now we can use the equations (3.14) and (3.18) to obtain
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∇Πα = dβd˜γ(C˜δγβP αδ + P βδ∇δP αγ) + λβωγ d˜δ(−SβργδP αρ + Cβγρ∇ρP αδ) (3.49)
−d˜βΠa∇aP αβ − d˜βΠγ∇γP αβ + λ˜βω˜γdδ(C˜βρδC˜ργα − C˜ργδC˜βρα − P δρ∇ρC˜βγα
−P αδ(∇δC˜βγδ + P δǫR˜ǫδβγ)) + λβωγλ˜δω˜ρ(SβδγσC˜σρα − SβσγρC˜δσα
+Cβ
γσ∇σC˜δρα + P αǫ(∇ǫSβδγρ + CβγσR˜σǫδρ + C˜δρσRσǫβγ))
−λ˜βω˜γΠa(∇aC˜βγα + R˜aδβγP αδ)− λ˜βω˜γΠδSδβαγ .
To obtain the equation for Π
α
we can use (3.47). After all this we get
∇Πα = dβd˜γ(CδβγP δα − P δγ∇δP βα) + λ˜βω˜γdδ(SρβδγP ρα − C˜βγρ∇ρP δα) (3.50)
+dβΠ
a∇aP βα + dβΠγ∇γP βα + λβωγ d˜δ(CβρδCργα − CργδCβρα + P ρδ∇ρCβγα
+P δα(∇δCβγδ − P ǫδRǫδβγ)) + λβωγλ˜δω˜ρ(SβδσρCσγα − SσδγρCβσα
+C˜δ
ρσ∇σCβγα + P αǫ(∇ǫSβδγρ + CβγγR˜γǫδρ + C˜δρσRσǫβγ))
−λβωγΠa(∇aCβγα − RaǫβγP ǫα)− λβωγΠδSβδγα +ΠaΠ
b
Tab
α − ΠβΠaTaβα
−d˜βΠaP γβTaγα − λ˜βω˜γΠaC˜βγδTaδα.
3.4.1 Beta functions
Now we can obtain the equations for the background fields implied by the van-
ishing of the beta functions. These are the background dependent expressions for
the conformal weights (1, 1) independent couplings in (3.46). That is, all the in-
dependent combinations formed from the products between (Πa,Πα, dα, λ
αωβ) and
(Π
a
,Π
α
, d˜α, λ˜
αω˜β) because Π
α and Π
α
are determined from the equations of motion
(3.15). Let us first concentrate on the beta functions coming from the couplings to
ΠAΠ
B
, dαΠ
B
and ΠAd˜β fields. After using the results for the expansion (3.30)-(3.38)
and the equations (3.49)-(3.50) in (3.46), the couplings ΠαΠ
β
,ΠαΠ
b
,ΠaΠ
β
and ΠaΠ
b
lead respectively to a first set of equations
Tcβ
δTδα
c − TcαδTδβc + 4∇α∇βΦ = 0, (3.51)
∇dTαdb +Rαdebηde + TbcδTδαc + 4∇b∇αΦ = 0, (3.52)
Rβdeaη
de + Tac
δTδβ
c − TcβδTδac + 4∇a∇βΦ = 0, (3.53)
ηcd(Racdb +Rbcda)−∇cTabc + Tc(aαTb)αc + 8TaαβTbβα + 4Tabc∇cΦ (3.54)
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+4Tab
α∇αΦ+ 4∇a∇bΦ = 0.
We wrote them by increasing their dimensions, that is, if Xa has dimension −1 and
each θα, θ˜α have dimension −1
2
, then the first has dimension 1, the second and third
dimension 3
2
and the fourth dimension 2. The couplings to dαΠ
β
, Παd˜β, dαΠ
b
and
Πad˜β lead respectively to a second set of equations
∇cTcβα − 2∇βP αγ∇γΦ + 2P αγ∇γ∇βΦ = 0, (3.55)
∇cTcαβ + 2∇αP γβ∇γΦ− 2P γβ∇γ∇αΦ = 0, (3.56)
∇cTcbα − TcdαTbcd + (TδbcTcγα −Rbγδα)P δγ + Tbγδ(3∇δP αγ − 2P αγ∇δΦ) + 2Tbcα∇cΦ
(3.57)
−2∇bP αγ∇γΦ = 0,
∇cTcaβ − 2TcdβTacd + P γβTαdeTade + R˜aγδβP γδ − Taγδ(3∇δP γβ − 2P γβ∇δΦ) (3.58)
+2Tac
β∇cΦ + 2∇aP γβ∇γΦ = 0.
The first two with have dimension 2 and the second two have dimension 5
2
. Now we
will prove that these equations are implied by the classical BRST constraints, the
Bianchi identities (3.21) and the relations (3.25).
Firstly, it is important to know the expression for the scale curvature in terms of
the scale connection. This are found to be
Rαβ = ∇(αΩβ), Rαβ = ∇βΩα, Rαβ = 0,
Rab = Tab
γΩγ, Raβ = ∇aΩβ , Raβ = TaβγΩγ . (3.59)
R˜αβ = ∇(αΩ˜β), R˜αβ = ∇αΩ˜β , R˜αβ = 0,
R˜ab = Tab
γΩ˜γ, R˜aβ = ∇aΩ˜β , R˜aβ = TaβγΩ˜γ . (3.60)
Secondly, let us write some expressions useful for later use. We note that the Bianchi
identity (∇T )αabc = 0, using (3.59) can be written as
Rα[ab]c = ∇αTabc − 2(γc[a)αβRb]β + (γc)αβTabβ − TαdcTabd − Tα[adTb]dc, (3.61)
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now, we can use the identity
2Rαabc = Rα[ab]c +Rα[ca]b −Rα[bc]a, (3.62)
and the Bianchi identity (∇H)αabc = 0 to write (3.61) as
Rαabc = Ta[b
β(γc])βα − 2(γbc)αβRaβ. (3.63)
An identical procedure starting with (∇T˜ )αabc = 0 allows us to find
R˜αabc = Ta[b
β(γc])αβ − 2(γbc)αβR˜aβ. (3.64)
Then, replacing (3.63) and (3.64) respectively in (∇T )aαββ = 0 and (∇T )aαββ = 0,
we find
γbαβTba
β = 8Raα, γ
b
αβ
Tba
β = 8R˜aα. (3.65)
We have enough information to show that the equations (3.51) , (3.52) and (3.53)
are satisfied. From the Bianchi identity (∇T )αβγβ = 0 we obtain
Tαβ
dTdγ
β = 17Rαγ +
1
4
Rγβcd(γ
cd)α
β. (3.66)
Since we need an expression for Rγβcd, we can use (∇T )αβab = 0, finding
Rγβcd = 2(γcd)β
δ∇γΩδ + Tcγǫ(γd)ǫβ + Tcβǫ(γd)ǫγ . (3.67)
Replacing (3.67) in (3.66) ,using the second equation in (3.59) , ∇αΦ = 4Ωα and the
constraints coming from holomorphicity-antiholomorphicity of the BRST current
Taβ
γ = −(γa)βδP δγ , Taβγ = (γa)βδP γδ we can verify the equation (3.51).
To verify (3.52) and (3.53), we must contract the a and b indices using ηab in (3.63)
and (3.64), and use (3.65) together with the relations (3.25).
For deriving the remaining equation of the first set, the coupling to ΠaΠ
b
, it is
useful to find an expression for Rabcd, which can be found from the Bianchi identity
(∇T )abαβ
Rabcd = −1
8
(γcd)β
α(∇αTabβ − Tα[aeTb]eβ − Tα[aγTb]γβ), (3.68)
from this equation we construct ηcd(Racdb +Rbcda):
ηcd(Racdb +Rbcda) = −1
8
ηcd[(γdb)β
α∇αTacβ + (γda)βα∇αTbcβ] (3.69)
+
1
8
ηcd[(γdb)β
αTα[a
eTc]e
β + (γda)β
αTα[b
eTc]e
β]
+
1
8
ηcd[(γdb)β
αTα[a
ǫTc]ǫ
β + (γda)β
αTα[b
ǫTc]ǫ
β].
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Let us consider the right hand side of (3.70) line by line. We can use (3.65) , the
Bianchi identity (∇R)αaδβγ to write
(γb)
δα∇αRaδ = −2∇a∇bΦ− 2Tabγ∇γΦ− 2(γbγae)δβΩβReδ − (γaγb)βδP βǫRǫδ, (3.70)
and the beta function with dimension 1 (3.51) to find the following expression for
the first line in the right hand side of (3.70)
−4∇b∇aΦ+2TabC∇CΦ−4ηab(γe)δβΩβReδ+4(γb)δβΩβRaδ+4(γa)δβΩβRbδ+1
4
ηabη
cdTcβ
δT β
dδ
.
(3.71)
Finding an expression for the second line is a matter of gamma matrices alge-
bra, once we use (3.59) . For this line we find 1
4
ηabTβcdT
cdβ − 3
4
Tc(a
βTb)β
c. Using
Taβ
γ = −(γa)βδP δγ and some gamma matrices algebra, it is straightforward to find
Tβ(a
γTb)γ
b − 1
4
ηabη
cdTdβ
γTcγ
β for the third line. So, adding the results for the three
lines and using (3.65) we find
ηcd(Racdb +Rbcda) = −4∇b∇aΦ− Tc(aβTb)βc + 2TabE∇EΦ + Tβ(aγTb)γβ, (3.72)
which contains some of the terms in (3.54) . It is also needed to use (∇T )abcc = 0
in order to generate the term ∇cTabc. This Bianchi identity gives
∇cTabc − Tc[aeTb]ec − Tc[aǫTb]ǫc − ηcd(Racdb −Rbcda) = 0. (3.73)
Finding an expression for ηcd(Racdb−Rbcda) is not difficult following the description
given to compute (3.72) . After we compute it and replace it in (3.73) we find
∇cTabc + Tβ[aδTb]δβ − 2Tabc∇cΦ + 2Tabγ∇γΦ− 2Tabγ∇γΦ = 0. (3.74)
Combining (3.72) and (3.74) gives the desired beta function equation (3.54).
A similar procedure, but with more steps, is performed to prove the equations of
the second group. To probe (3.55) one can start by computing {∇α,∇β}P γβ =
−γc
γβ
∇cP γβ + R˜αβδβP γδ. Then we split the curvature as a scale curvature plus a
Lorentz curvature. For the latter, use (∇T˜ )αβcd = 0 to obtain
R˜αβcd(γ
cd)δ
β = −180∇αΩ˜δ + (γcd)δβ∇βT˜αcd + 16T˜δcdT˜αcd + (γcdγe)δαT˜ecd, (3.75)
so on one hand we will have
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{∇α,∇β}P γβ = −∇cTcαγ + R˜αδP γδ − 45∇αΩ˜δP γδ +
1
4
(γcd)δ
β∇βT˜αcdP γδ
−4T˜αcdT˜δcdP γδ +
1
4
(γcdγe)δαT˜ecdP
γδ. (3.76)
On the other hand, we can use ∇αP βγ = C˜αγβ, C˜γ = −P γδΩ˜δ and
C˜cd
γ = 1/10(γa)γαR˜aαcd, which come from antiholomorphicity of the BRST current,
to write
{∇α,∇β}P γβ = −17∇αP γδΩ˜δ − 17P γδ∇αΩ˜δ +
1
40
(γa)γα∇β(R˜aαcd(γcd)αβ). (3.77)
Using (∇T˜ )αbcd = 0 and (∇˜H)αbcd = 0 it is straightforward to find
(γa)γαR˜aαcd = 10Tcd
γ − 10P γǫT˜ǫcd. (3.78)
Since there is a derivative acting on this terms in (3.77) , we make use of (∇T˜ )βcdγ =
0 to find
(γcd)α
β∇βTcdγ = −18∇dTdαγ + (γcdγe)αδT˜ecdP γδ + 16T˜αcdTdcγ. (3.79)
We can now replace the last two equations in (3.77) and equate it to (3.76) . The
identity
(γab)(α
β(γab)γ)
δ = −10sδ(αβδγ)δ + 8(γa)αγ(γa)βδ, (3.80)
which can be proved using (γa)(αβ(γa)γ)δ = 0, will be of help to find (3.55). A
completely analog procedure allows us to arrive to (3.56).
To prove (3.57) we make use of the Bianchi identities (∇R)αabβγ = 0, (∇T )cαβγ = 0
and the identity (γa)
αβRαβγ
δ = −2(γa)αβRγαβδ, which follows from (∇T )αβγδ = 0,
to arrive to
(γ)αβ(∇αRabβγ − 2Tα[aeRb]eβγ − Tα[aǫRb]ǫβγ)− 8TbacTacγ + 8∇aTabγ + 2Tabγ∇aΦ
−1
8
(γ)αβ(γcd)ǫ
γRαβcdTab
ǫ + Tab
ǫ(γa)αβRǫαβ
γ = 0. (3.81)
The last term in this equation is zero as can easily seen using (∇T )ǫαβγ = 0. The
first term can be worked out using (3.68) and (∇T )aǫβγ = 0, the curvature in the
first term of the second line can be rewritten using (∇T )αβab = 0. The use of
(∇T )cdbδ = 0 will be also needed to generate (3.57). Again, an analog procedure
will allow at arrive to (3.4.1).
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So far, we concentrated on a specific set of beta functions. The remaining ones can
be classified in a third and fourth sets. The third set involves first order derivatives
of the curvatures. We present it again as the dimension increases.
At dimension 5/2 we find respectively from the couplings to JΠ
β
, ΠαJ˜ , NacΠ
β
and
ΠαN˜ bc
∇aRaβ +∇(ǫRβ)δP δǫ + 2(∇βCα − RβγP γα)∇αΦ + 2Cα∇α∇βΦ = 0, (3.82)
∇bR˜bα −∇(δR˜α)ǫP δǫ + 2(∇αC˜β + R˜αγP βγ)∇βΦ + 2C˜β∇β∇αΦ = 0, (3.83)
∇dRdβac +∇(ǫRβδ)acP δǫ + 2(∇βCacα − RβγacP γα)∇αΦ+ 2Cacδ∇δ∇βΦ = 0, (3.84)
∇dR˜dαbc −∇(δR˜α)ǫbcP δǫ + 2(∇αC˜bcγ + R˜αδbcP γδ)∇γΦ+ 2C˜bcγ∇γ∇αΦ = 0. (3.85)
While at dimension 3 we find respectively from the couplings to JΠ
b
, ΠaJ˜ , NacΠ
b
and ΠaN˜ bc
∇aRab − TbacRac + TbaγRaγ + 3Tbγα∇αCγ + 2Rbc∇cΦ+ 2RbαP γα∇γΦ
+2(∇bCα − RbγP γα)∇αΦ + P δǫ(∇ǫRδb + TbδcRǫc + TbǫγRδγ) = 0, (3.86)
∇bR˜ba + TabγR˜bγ + TabcC˜δTδbc + 3Taγβ∇βC˜γ + 2R˜ab∇bΦ− 2R˜aγP γβ∇βΦ
+2(∇aC˜β + R˜aγP βγ)∇βΦ− P δǫ(∇δR˜ǫa + TδacR˜ǫc + TaδγR˜ǫγ) = 0, (3.87)
∇dRdbac−TbdeRdeac+TbdǫRdǫac+3Tbδγ∇γCacδ +2Rbdac∇dΦ+2RbδacP ǫδ∇ǫΦ (3.88)
+2(∇bCacδ −RbǫacP ǫδ)∇δΦ+2RbδeaCceδ +P δǫ(∇ǫRδbac+ TbδfRǫfac+ TbǫγRδγac) = 0,
∇dR˜dabc+TadǫR˜dǫbc+Tadf C˜bcǫTǫdf+3Taδǫ∇ǫC˜bcδ+2R˜adbc∇dΦ−2R˜aδbcP δǫ∇ǫΦ (3.89)
+2(∇aC˜bcδ + R˜aǫbcP δǫ)∇δΦ+2R˜aδebC˜ceδ−P δǫ(∇δR˜ǫabc+ TaδfR˜ǫfbc+ TaδγR˜ǫγbc) = 0.
The fourth set involves second order derivatives of the background fields P αβ, Cα
βγ ,
C˜α
βγ and Sαβ
γδ. There is an equation at dimension 3, coming from the coupling to
dαd˜β
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∇2P αβ − 2P γδSγδαβ + TdeαT deβ − 2∇γP δβ∇δP αγ − 2∇cP αβ∇cΦ (3.90)
−2(P γδ∇δP αβ + P αδ∇δP γβ)∇γΦ+ 2(P δγ∇δP αβ + P δβ∇δP αγ)∇γΦ = 0.
At dimension 7/2 we find respectively from the couplings to Jd˜β, dαJ˜ , N
acd˜β and
dαN˜
bc
∇2Cβ−P αγ∇[α∇γ]Cβ−TacβRac+2Rγa∇aP γβ+2∇γP αβ∇αCγ−CαR˜αδǫβP δǫ (3.91)
+P αβ(∇cRαc −∇[δRγ]αP δγ)− 2(∇aCβ − P γβRaγ)∇aΦ− 2(P αβ∇αCγ + P αγ∇αCβ
+P αβRαγP
γγ)∇γΦ+ 2(SP αβ + 1
4
S˜cd(γ
cd)ǫ
βP αǫ − Cγ∇γP αβ)∇αΦ = 0,
∇2C˜α−P βγ∇[β∇γ]C˜α−TbcαR˜bc−2R˜γb∇bP αγ−2∇γC˜β∇βP αγ+C˜βRβǫδαP δǫ (3.92)
−P αβ(∇cR˜βc +∇[δR˜γ]βP δγ)− 2(∇bC˜α + P αγR˜bγ)∇bΦ+ 2(P αβ∇βC˜γ + P γβ∇βC˜α
+P αǫR˜ǫγP
γγ)∇γΦ− 2(SP αβ + 1
4
Scd(γ
cd)ǫ
αP ǫβ − C˜γ∇γP αβ)∇βΦ = 0,
∇2Cacβ−P δǫ∇[δ∇ǫ]Cacβ−RdeacT deβ−2Rdǫac∇dP ǫβ+2∇δP ǫβ∇ǫCacδ−CacγR˜γδǫβP δǫ
−P ββ(∇dRdβac−∇[δRǫ]βacP δǫ+2RβδeaCceδ)+2∇δCeaβCceδ−2(∇dCacβ−P ǫβRdǫac)∇dΦ
−2(Cacδ∇δP γβ − SacP γβ −
1
4
Sacbd(γ
bd)δ
βP γδ)∇γΦ
−2(P γβ∇γCacδ + P γδ∇γCacβ − P ǫβRǫγacP γδ)∇δΦ = 0, (3.93)
∇2C˜bcα−P δǫ∇[δ∇ǫ]C˜bcα− R˜debcT deα+2R˜dǫbc∇dP αǫ− 2∇δC˜bcǫ∇ǫP αδ+ C˜bcγRγǫδαP δǫ
−P αβ(∇dR˜dβbc−∇[δR˜ǫ]βbcP δǫ+2R˜βδebC˜ceδ)+2∇δC˜ebαC˜ceδ−2(∇dC˜bcα+P ǫβR˜dβbc)∇dΦ
+2(C˜bc
δ∇δP αγ − S˜bcP αγ − 1
4
Sadbc(γ
ad)δ
αP δγ)∇γΦ
+2(P αβ∇βC˜bcδ + P δβ∇βC˜bcα + P αǫR˜ǫγbcP δγ)∇δΦ = 0. (3.94)
Finally, at dimension 4 we find from the couplings to JJ˜ , JN˜ac, NabJ˜ and NabN˜ cd
respectively
∇2S − P δǫ∇[δ∇ǫ]S −RabR˜ab + 2R˜aβ∇aCβ + 2Raβ∇aC˜β − 2∇αC˜β∇βCα
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−C˜β(∇aRaβ − P δǫ∇[δRǫ]β)− Cβ(∇aR˜aβ − P δǫ∇[δR˜ǫ]β) + 2(C˜αRbα + CαR˜bα)∇bΦ
−2(Cα∇αC˜β + P βα(∇αS + CγR˜γα + C˜γRγα))∇βΦ
−2(C˜α∇αCβ − P αβ(∇αS + CγR˜γα + C˜γRγα))∇βΦ = 0, (3.95)
∇2S˜ac − P δǫ∇[δ∇ǫ]S˜ac − RedR˜edac + 2R˜bδac∇bCδ + 2Rbδ∇bC˜acδ − 2∇βC˜acδ∇δCβ
−2∇δS˜baC˜cbδ−Cβ(∇dR˜dβac−P δǫ∇[δR˜ǫ]β+2R˜βδeaC˜ceδ)− C˜acβ(∇dRdβ −P δǫ∇[δRǫ]β)
+2(C˜ac
βRdβ+C
βR˜dβac)∇dΦ−2Cδ∇δC˜acγ∇γΦ+4S˜abC˜cbγ∇γΦ−2C˜acβ∇βCγ∇γΦ = 0,
(3.96)
∇2Sab − P δǫ∇[δ∇ǫ]Sab − R˜cdRcdab + 2Rcδab∇cC˜δ + 2R˜cδ∇cCabδ − 2∇γC˜δ∇δCabγ
−2∇δScaCbcδ− C˜γ(∇dRdγab−P δǫ∇[δRǫ]γab+2RγδeaC˜beδ)−Cabγ(∇dR˜dγ−P δǫ∇[δRǫ]γ)
+2(C˜γRdγab+Cab
γR˜dγab)∇dΦ−2Cabγ∇γC˜δ∇δΦ+4SacCbcδ∇δΦ−2C˜γ∇γCabδ∇δΦ = 0,
(3.97)
∇2Sabcd − P δǫ∇[δ∇ǫ]Sabcd − R˜ef cdRefab + 2R˜fǫcd∇fCabǫ + 2Rfǫab∇f C˜cdǫ
−2∇ǫC˜cdγ∇γCabǫ + 2∇ǫSafcdCbfǫ + 2∇ǫSabcdC˜dfǫ − Cabǫ(∇eR˜eǫcd − P δγ∇[δR˜γ]ǫcd
+2R˜ǫδecC˜d
eδ)− C˜cdǫ(∇eReǫab − P δγ∇[δRγ]ǫab) + 2(C˜cdǫReǫab + CabǫR˜eǫcd)∇eΦ
−2Cabγ∇γC˜cdǫ∇ǫΦ + 4Sabcf C˜dfǫ∇ǫΦ− 2C˜cdγ∇γCabǫ∇ǫΦ+ 4SafcdCbfǫ∇ebΦ = 0.
(3.98)
Since the Bianchi identities allow to write the curvature components in terms of
the torsion components, we expect that the beta functions of the third set will be
implied by the eight beta functions already proven, i.e first and second set. In the
same way we expect that the beta functions of the fourth set will also be implied by
the first two sets of beta functions since the constraints coming from holomorphicity
and antiholomorphicity of the BRST current allows to relate the background fields
to some components of the torsion. This is not too hard to check in the case of lower
dimension, for example, at dimension 5/2 consider the beta functions coming from
the coupling to JΠ
β
∇aRaβ +∇(ǫRβ)δP δǫ + 2(∇βCα − RβγP γα)∇αΦ + 2Cα∇α∇βΦ = 0. (3.99)
By using Raβ = Taβ
γΩγ and Rβδ = ∇βΩδ, which follow from the definition of the
curvature, and Cβ = P αβΩα, which follows from the antiholomorphicity constraints,
we find that (3.99) can be written as
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(∇cTcβα − 2∇βP αγ∇γΦ + 2P αγ∇γ∇βΦ)Ωα = 0, (3.100)
so, the beta function (3.55) with dimension 2 implies (3.99). Similarly we checked
that (3.56) implies (3.83) and that the beta functions with dimension 5/2 (3.57) and
(3.4.1) imply respectively the beta functions with dimension 3 (3.86) and (3.87) .
This concludes the study of the beta functions for the type II sigma model.
Another application of the superstring sigma model will be presented in the next
chapter, based in the heterotic sigma model, in which the quantum consistency of
the BRST symmetry will be studied.
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Chapter 4
Yang-Mills Chern-Simons Corrections from the Pure
Spinor Superstring
The BRST properties play a key role when the superstring is coupled to a generic
background. In this chapter it will be shown how these properties can be computed
perturbatively in the inverse of the string tension, allowing to find expected Yang-
Mills Chern-Simons corrections.
4.1 Lowest Order Constraints in α′
In this section we compute the constraints coming from the nilpotency of the BRST
charge and holomorphicity of the BRST current at tree level.
The action which describes the Heterotic Superstring in a curved background can be
obtained by adding the massless vertex operators to the flat action and then covari-
antizing with respec to to the D = 10 N = 1 super-reparameterization invariance
[24], as discussed in chapter 2 . The action is as follows
S =
1
2πα′
∫
d2z(
1
2
ΠaΠ
b
ηab +
1
2
ΠAΠ
B
BBA + dαΠ
α
+ΠAJ
I
AAI + dαJ
I
W αI (4.1)
λαωβJ
I
UIα
β + λαωβΠ
C
ΩCα
β) + Sλ + SJ + SΦ,
where ΠA = ∂ZMEAM(Z), Π
A
= ∂ZMEAM (Z) and E
A
M(Z) is a supervielbein:
GMN(Z) = E
a
ME
b
Nηba. Z
M denote the coordinates for the D = 10 N = 1 super-
space (Xm, θµ) with m = 0, . . ., 9 and µ = 1, . . ., 16. Sλ and SJ , as before, are the
actions for λ and J
I
= 1
2
KI
AB
ψ¯Aψ¯B respectively, with A,B = 0, . . ., 32. SΦ is the
action for the dilaton coupling to the worldsheet scalar curvature. The nilpotency
of the BRST charge is guaranteed in a flat background because of the pure spinor
condition. Nevertheless, when the superstring is coupled to the curved background,
the background fields must be constrained in order to maintain this nilpotency [24]
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[57] . We can find these constrains by performing a tree level computation. To
set that, we perform a background field expansion [20] by splitting every worldsheet
field into a classical and quantum part, where the classical part is assumed to satisfy
the classical equation of motion and the quantum part will allow to find propagators
and form loops. Specifically, we will use the following notation for the splitting
ZM = XM0 + Y
M , dα = dα0 + d̂α, (4.2)
λα = λα0 + λˆ
α, ωα = ωα0 + ωˆα, ψ¯
A = ψ¯A0 +
ˆ¯ψA.
So the expansion for the term 1
2πα′
∫
d2z 1
2
∂ZM∂ZNGNM in (4.1) in second order of
the quantum field is
1
2πα′
∫
d2z(
1
2
∂Y a∂Y bηab− 1
2
∂Y aY BΠ
C
T˜CB
a− 1
2
∂Y aY BΠC T˜CB
a+
1
4
∂Y BY CΠ
a
T˜CB
a
(4.3)
+
1
4
∂Y BY CΠaT˜CB
a +
1
2
Y BY CΠDT˜DC
aΠ
E
T˜EB
a − 1
4
Y BY CΠ(aΠ
D)
T˜DCB
a),
where T˜ is the part of the torsion which only contains derivatives of the vielbein:
T˜MN
A = ∂[MEN ]
A and T˜DCB
A = −T˜DCET˜EBA + (−)CD∇C T˜DBA. Note that T˜ in
this chapter is not related to the one used in the last chapter. Repeated bosonic
indices in (4.3) are assumed to be contracted with the Minkowski metric. On the
other hand, the expansion for 1
2πα′
∫
d2zdα∂Z
MEM
α is
1
2πα′
∫
d2z(d̂α∂Y
α − d̂αY BΠC T˜CBα + 1
2
(dα0 + d̂α)∂Y
BY C T˜CB
α (4.4)
−1
2
(dα0 + d̂α)Y
BΠ
D
Y C(∂C T˜DB
α + T˜CD
ET˜EB
α) +
1
2
d̂αΠ
D
Y MY N∂NEM
BT˜BD
α)
In the subsequent, we will drop off the 0 subindex. From the first term in the last
two expressions we can read the propagators
Y a(x, x¯)Y b(z, z¯)→ −α′ηablog|x− z|2, d̂α(x)Y β(z)→ α
′δα
β
x− z . (4.5)
4.1.1 Nilpotency at tree level
The propagators (4.5) allow to compute the conditions for the nilpotency of QBRST
perturbatively in α′. In fact, we can easily compute a tree level diagram using the
second propagator and the fifth term in (4.3) expanding e−S in a series power, giving
as a result
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z) =
1
2
α′
1
w − zλ
αλβΠcTβα
c(z). (4.6)
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The expansions for the remaining terms in the expansion of the action (4.1) are
written in the appendix. Initially we are interested in computing the tree level
diagrams coming from terms in the expansions with ∂Y AY B, since they will give
rise to the same kind of poles as in (4.6). So, the contributions to the pole (w−z)−1
will be
1
2
α′
w − zλ
αλβΠc(Tβα
c +Hcβα)(z) +
1
2
α′
w − zλ
αλβΠγHγβα (4.7)
+
α′
w − zλ
αλβdγTβα
γ(z) +
α′
w − zλ
αλβλγωδRβαγ
δ(z).
In our notation, the Torsion superfield Tβα
γ is given by
Tβα
γ = T˜βα
γ − Ωβαγ − Ωαβγ, (4.8)
while the curvature superfield is given by
Rαβγ
δ = DαΩβγ
δ +DβΩαγ
δ + Ωαγ
ǫΩβǫ
δ + Ωβγ
ǫΩαǫ
δ + T˜αβ
EΩEγ
δ, (4.9)
where Dα is the supersymmetric derivative. There also other possible tree level
contractions of λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z) with terms including ∂Y
AY B which will lead to
−1
2
α′
w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
c
(Tβα
c −Hcαβ)(z) + 1
2
α′
w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
γ
Hγαβ(z) (4.10)
−α′ w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβJ
I
FαβI .
In our notation the field-strength superfield is given by
FαβI = DαAβI +DβAαI + fI
JKAαJAβK + T˜αβ
CACI . (4.11)
To compute the tree-level diagrams that give rise to the above result, we need to
compute the integral∫
d2x
1
(w − x)(x− z)2 = −
∫
d2x∂x
(x¯− w¯)
x− w
1
(x− z)2 = 2π
w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2 (4.12)
From (4.7) and (4.10) we deduce that the conditions for the nilpotency of QBRST at
the lowest order in α′ are
λαλβTαβ
C = 0, λαλβHCαβ = 0, λ
αλβFαβI = 0, λ
αλβλγωδRβαγ
δ = 0. (4.13)
These are the same set of constraints found in [24] and [57] .
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4.1.2 Holomorphicity at tree level
To compute the conditions for holomorphicity of the BRST current ∂j = ∂(λαdα) =
0, we must know the expansion up to first order in Y α of the sigma model action.
This expansion for the term 1
2πα′
∫
d2z 1
2
∂ZM∂ZNGNM is
1
4πα′
∫
d2[Πa∂Y bηab +Π
a
∂Y bηab +Π
bΠ
D
Y C T˜CD
aηab +Π
DΠ
a
Y C T˜CD
bηab]. (4.14)
The conditions for holomorphicity will appear as conditions for vanishing to the inde-
pendent couplings ΠaΠ
b
, ΠαΠ
b
and so on. For example, forming a tree level diagram
contracting ∂dα in ∂j with the third term in (4.14) , we obtain
1
2
λαΠbΠ
C
T˜Cα
dηbd.
Following this procedure with all the terms in the expansion written in the appendix
up to order Y , we arrive at
1
2
λα[−ΠbΠc(Tαbdηdc+Tαcdηbd+Hcbα)+ΠβΠc(Tβαc−Hβαc)+ΠbΠγ(Tγαb+Hγαb) (4.15)
−ΠβΠγHγβα − 2dβΠcTcαβ − 2dβΠγTγαβ + 2ΠbJIFbαI + 2ΠβJIFβαI + 2λβωγΠdRdαβγ
−2dβJI(DαW βI −W βJ AαKfIJK−UIαβ)+2λβωγJ
I
(Ωαδ
γUIβ
δ−ΩαβδUIδγ+UJβγAαKfJKI
−W δIRδαβγ − ∂αUIβγ)] = 0.
Since Π
α
is related to J
I
through Π
α
= −JIW αI by using the equation of motion for
the worldsheet field dα in (4.1) , we arrive at the following set of constraints for the
holomorphicity of the BRST current at the lowest order in α′
Tα(bc) = −Hαbc = Tαβc −Hαβc = Tcαβ = 0, λαλβRdαβγ = 0, FαβI = −1
2
W γI Hγαβ,
(4.16)
FαbI = −W γI Tγαb, ∇αW βI − TαγβW γI = UIαβ, λαλβ(∇αUIβγ +RαδβγW δI ) = 0.
This was the same set of constraints found in [24] and [57] .
4.2 Yang-Mills Chern-Simons Corrections
In this section we will compute α′ corrections to the nilpotency constraints (4.13)
. In the first subsection we will explain how to compute all of the twenty possible
contributions to the nilpotency of the BRST charge. In the second subsection, we
will explain how, adding some counter-terms, we can find the Yang-Mills Chern-
Simons 3−form.
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4.2.1 One-loop Corrections to the Constraints
In the expansion for the ΠAJ
I
AAI term, the following will play a role in our compu-
tation: ΠAY B0 J
I
2(∂BAAI + T˜BA
CACI)(x) and ∂Y
AJ
I
2AAI(y). Contracting them with
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z) we can form a 1-loop diagram
(4.17)
The dashed lines denote background fields while the continuous lines denote the
contractions using the propagators. So one can compute how these terms contribute
to the nilpotency of QBRST . To determine the coefficient for this diagram, note that
there is an 1/2 from the expansion of exp[−S] and there is a factor of 2 coming from
the possible ways to put the superfields at x or y. Denoting the integration over the
world-sheet fields by
∫
[Dwsf ], we find
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)I =
1
(2πα′)2
∫
[Dwsf ]
∫
d2xd2yλαd̂α(w)λ
βd̂β(z) (4.18)
ΠE0 Y
γ(DγAEI + T˜γE
FAFI)(x)∂Y
δAδJ (y)J
I
2(x)J
J
2 (y)
=
α′2
(2π)2
λαλβΠC0 AαI(DβACI + T˜βC
DADI)(z)
∫
d2xd2y
1
(w − x)2(z − y)
1
(x¯− y¯)2
(4.19)
− α
′2
(2π)2
λαλβΠC0 AβI(DαACI + T˜αC
DADI)(z)
∫
d2xd2y
1
(w − y)(z − x)2
1
(x¯− y¯)2 ,
where J
I
2(x¯)J
J
2 (y¯) → (α
′)2δIJ
(x¯−y¯)2
. The second line in the last equation is obtained from
minus the first by interchanging α with β and w with z. So, we will just compute
one of the integrals.∫
d2xd2y
1
(w − x)2(z − y)(x¯− y¯)2 =
∫
d2xd2y
1
(w − x)2(z − y)∂ y¯
1
x¯− y¯ (4.20)
= 2π
∫
d2xd2y
δ2(y − z)
(w − x)2(x¯− y¯) = 2π
∫
d2x
1
(w − x)2(x¯− z¯) ,
where in the second step we integrated by parts with respect to y¯. In the last integral
we can integrate by parts with respect to x to obtain
∫
d2xd2y
1
(w − x)2(z − y)
1
(x¯− y¯)2 = −
(2π)2
w − z . (4.21)
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Then a first contribution to our check of nilpotency will be
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)I = −2α′2 λ
αλβ
w − zΠ
C
0 AβI(∂αACI + T˜αC
DADI)(z). (4.22)
A second contribution comes from contracting λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z) with
∂Y γJ
I
2AγI(x)∂Y
δJ
J
2AδJ (y) as shown in the diagram.
(4.23)
To determine the coefficient of this diagram, note that there is an 1/2 coming from
the Taylor expansion of exp(−S). So we find
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)II =
α′2
2
λαλβ(z)
(2π)2
∫
d2xd2y[
AαI(x)AβI(y)
(w − x)2(z − y)2−
AβI(x)AαI(y)
(w − y)2(z − x)2 ]
1
(x¯− y¯)2
(4.24)
The second term in the integrand is obtained from minus the first by interchanging
w with z and α with β. The integral we are left to solve is
Γ =
∫
d2xd2y
AαI(x)AβI(y)
(w − x)2(z − y)2(x¯− y¯)2 = −
∫
d2xd2y
Π
C
∂CAαI(x)AβI(y)
(y¯ − x¯)(w − x)2(z − y)2
(4.25)
+
∫
d2xd2y
AαI(x)AβI(y)∂xδ
2(x− w)
(y¯ − x¯)(z − y)2 ,
where we integrated by parts with respect to x¯. The first and second integral on
the right hand side of (4.25) can be integrated by parts with respect to y and x to
obtain
Γ = 2π
∫
d2xd2y
Π
C
∂CAαI(x)AβI(y)δ
2(y − x)
(z − y)(w − x)2 −2π
∫
d2xd2y
ΠC∂CAαI(x)AβI(y)δ
2(x− w)
(y¯ − x¯)(z − y)2 .
(4.26)
Evaluating the superfields in z, using (4.12) in the first integral and integrating by
parts with respect to y in the second, we obtain
Γ = −(2π)2 w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2Π
C
∂CAαIAβI(z)− (2π)
2
w − zΠ
C∂CAαIAβI(z). (4.27)
Then
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)II = −α′2 w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
C
∂CAαIAβI(z)− α
′2
w − zλ
αλβΠC∂CAαIAβI(z)
(4.28)
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+α′2
w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2∂λ
αλβAαIAβI +
α′2
w − z ∂λ
αλβAαIAβI(z)
A third contribution to the nilpotency property comes from contractions of ΠA0 J
I
2AAI ,
twice ∂Y AJ
I
2AAI and λ
αdα(w)λ
βdβ(z) giving rise to the diagram
(4.29)
Since we are at order S3 in the expansion of e−S, there is an 1
3!
and also a factor of 3
from the possible ways to put the superfields at x, y and u, so there will be a −1/2
coefficient in front:
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)III = − 1
2(2πα′)3
∫
[Dwsf ]
∫
d2xd2yd2uλαd̂α(w)λ
βd̂β(z) (4.30)
ΠC0 J
I
2ACI(x)∂Y
DJ
J
2ADJ(y)∂Y
EJ
K
2 AEK(u).
= − 1
2(2π)3α′
λαλβΠC0 ACIAγJAδK(z)
∫
d2xd2yd2u(
δα
γδβ
δ
(w − y)2(z − u)2 (4.31)
− δα
δδβ
γ
(w − u)2(z − y)2 )J
I
2(x)J
J
2 (y)J
K
2 (u).
It is not hard to verify that that
J
I
2(x)J
J
2 (y)J
K
2 (u) =
(α′)3f IJK
(x¯− y¯)(y¯ − u¯)(x¯− u¯) + . . ., (4.32)
where by . . . means less singular poles which are not important in this computation.
Then the type of integrals we must compute are
Γ1 =
∫
d2xd2yd2u
1
(w − y)2(z − u)2(x¯− y¯)(y¯ − u¯)(x¯− u¯) . (4.33)
The integral in x gives∫
d2x
1
(x¯− y¯)(x¯− u¯) =
∫
d2x∂x(
x− y
x¯− y¯ )
1
x¯− u¯ = −2π
y − u
y¯ − u¯ , (4.34)
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so (4.33) yields
Γ1 = −2π
∫
d2yd2u∂y(
1
w − y )
y − u
(z − u)2(y¯ − u¯)2 . (4.35)
Integrating by parts in y, y¯ and then in u we find Γ1 = (2π)
3/(w − z). In this way
(4.24) gives
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)III = −(α′)2 λ
αλβ
w − z f
IJKΠC0 ACIAαJAβK(z). (4.36)
Note that a fourth loop could be formed with 1
4
∂Y αY βΠc(Tβα
c + Hcβα), d̂αJ
I
2W
α
I
and ∂Y αJ
I
2AαI as shown in the diagram below.
(4.37)
In this case, we are also at the order S3, so there is an 1
3!
which is cancelled by the
symmetry factor responsible for the localization of the superfields, either at x, y or
u. The 1
4
coming from the coefficient of the term with Πc is cancelled by a symmetry
factor of the possible ways of contraction:
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)IV = − α
′2
(2π)2
λαλβΠc(Tδα
c +Hcδα)W
δ
IAβI(z) (4.38)
×
∫
d2xd2yd2u
δ2(x− w)
(z − u)2(y − x)(y¯ − u¯)2
Integrating x we have to solve∫
d2yd2u
1
(z − u)2(y − w)(y¯ − u¯)2 = −2π
∫
d2yd2u
δ2(y − w)
(u¯− y¯)(z − u)2 = −
(2π)2
w − z .
(4.39)
Then
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)IV =
α′2
w − zλ
αλβΠc(Tαδ
c +Hcαδ)W
δ
IAβI(z) (4.40)
Considering the same last diagram but with the vertex 1
4
ΠγHγβα instead of
1
4
Πc(Tβα
c+
Hβα
c), gives a fifth contribution to the coupling to Πγ
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)V =
α′2
w − zλ
αλβΠγHγαδW
δ
IAβI(z) (4.41)
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A sixth contribution can be formed with 1
4
Πc∂Y AY B(T˜BA
c + HcBA) and twice
∂Y AJ
I
2AAI :
(4.42)
There are 8 possible ways of making the contractions, a 3 factor from the possible
ways to put the superfields at x, y or u, an 1/3! because we are at S3 in the expansion,
and the factor of 1/4 of the Πc term gives a one coefficient:
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)V I = − α
′2
(2π)2
λαλβΠc(T˜dα
c +Hcdα)AdIAβI(z)× (4.43)∫
d2xd2yd2u
δ2(x− w)
(y − x)(z − u)2
1
(y¯ − u¯)2 .
The integral is the same as in (4.38) , so the answer is
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)V I =
α′2
w − zλ
αλβΠc(T˜dα
c +Hcdα)AdIAβI(z). (4.44)
In the same way, the last diagram but with the vertex 1
4
ΠγHγBA instead of
1
4
Πc(TBA
c+
HBA
c) leads to a seventh contribution
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)V II =
α′2
w − zλ
αλβΠγHγdαAdIAβI(z). (4.45)
An eighth contribution can be formed with −1
2
∂Y aY βΠC T˜Cβ
a and twice ∂Y AJ
I
2AAI :
(4.46)
There are 4 possible ways of making the contractions, a 3 factor from the possible
ways to put the superfields at x, y or u, an 1
3!
because we are at S3 order in the
expansion and a factor of 1/2 of the Πa coefficient, giving at the end a 1 coefficient:
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λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)V III = − α
′2
(2π)3
λαλβΠC T˜Cα
dAβIAdI(z)× (4.47)∫
d2xd2yd2u
−2πδ2(u− x)
(w − x)(z − y)2
1
(u¯− y¯)2 .
Integrating in u, the integral we have to solve is
∫
d2xd2y
1
(w − x)(z − y)2(x¯− y¯)2 = 2π
∫
d2xd2y
δ2(x− w)
(z − y)2(y¯ − x¯) =
(2π)2
w − z , (4.48)
then
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)V III =
α′2
w − zλ
αλβΠC T˜Cα
dAβIAdI(z). (4.49)
Let’s consider the couplings to Π
A
.
A diagram like (4.37) can be formed with 1
4
Π
c
∂Y AY B(T˜BA
c − HcBA), ∂Y AJI2AAI
and d̂αJ
I
2W
α
I . There are 4 possible ways of making the contractions, a 6 factor from
the possible ways to put the superfields at x, y or u, an 1
3!
because we are at S3
order in the expansion and a factor of 1/4 of the Π
c
coefficient, giving at the end a
1 coefficient to this ninth contribution:
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)IX =
α′2
(2π)3
λαλβΠ
c
(Tδα
c −Hcδα)W δIAβI(z)× (4.50)∫
d2xd2yd2u
1
(w − x)2(z − u)2(y − x)(y¯ − u¯)2
Integrating y¯ by parts, we are left to solve the integral∫
d2xd2yd2u
δ2(y − x)
(w − x)2(z − u)2(u¯− y¯) = 2π
∫
d2x
1
(w − x)(z − x)2 . (4.51)
The right hand side in the last equation is the same as (4.12) , so
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)IX = −α′2 w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
c
(Tδα
c −Hcδα)W δIAβI(z). (4.52)
In the same way, considering vertex −1
4
Π
γ
HγBA instead of −14Π
c
(T˜BA
c−HBAc) leads
to the tenth contribution
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)X = α
′2 w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
γ
HγδαW
δ
IAβI(z) (4.53)
An eleventh contribution comes from a diagram like (4.42) which can be formed
with 1
4
Π
c
∂Y AY B(T˜BA
c −HcBA) and twice ∂Y A∂J I2AAI . There are 8 possible ways
of making the contractions, a 3 factor from the possible ways to put the superfields
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at x, y or u, an 1
3!
because we are at S3 order in the expansion and a factor of 1/4
of the Π
c
coefficient, giving at the end a 1 coefficient:
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XI =
α′2
(2π)3
λαλβΠ
c
(T˜dα
c −Hcdα)AdIAβI(z)× (4.54)∫
d2xd2yd2u
1
(w − x)2(z − u)2(y − x)(u¯− y¯) .
The last integral is the same as the integral in (4.50) , so the result is
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XI = −α′2 w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
c
(T˜dα
c −Hcdα)AdIAβI(z). (4.55)
In the same way, a twelfth contribution comes from considering the vertex −1
4
Π
γ
HγBA
instead of the vertex 1
4
Π
c
(T˜BA
c −HBAc), leading to
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XII = α
′2 w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
γ
HγdαAdIAβI(z). (4.56)
Another diagram like (4.46) can be formed with −1
2
∂Y aY βΠ
C
T˜Cβ
a, ∂Y aJ
I
2AaI and
∂Y αJ
I
2AαI , giving rise to a thirteenth contribution
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XIII = −α′2 w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
C
T˜Cα
dAdIAβI(z). (4.57)
A fourteenth contribution and the last for the couplings to Π
A
can be formed with
−d̂αY BΠC T˜CBα and twice ∂Y AJAAI :
(4.58)
giving as result
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XIV = 2α
′ w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
C
AβI T˜Cα
γAγI (4.59)
Let’s consider the couplings to J
I
0
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A fifteenth contribution to the nilpotency will come from a diagram formed with
1
2
∂Y AY BJ
I
0(∂[BAA]I + T˜BA
CACI), d̂αJ
I
2W
α
I and ∂Y
αJ
I
2AαI :
(4.60)
There are 4 possible ways of making the contractions, a 6 factor from the possible
ways to put the superfields at x, y or u, an 1
3!
because we are at the S3 order in the
expansion and a factor of 1/2 of the J
I
0 coefficient, giving at the end a 2 factor:
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XV =
2α′2
(2π)3
λαλβJ
I
0(D(γAα)I + T˜γα
CACI)W
γ
JAβJ(z)× (4.61)
∫
d2xd2yd2u
1
(w − x)2(z − u)2(y − x)(u¯− y¯)2 .
The last integral is again the same as in (4.50) , so the result is
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XV = −2α′2 w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβJ
I
0(D(γAα)I + T˜γα
CACI)W
γ
JAβJ(z).
(4.62)
A sixteenth contribution can be formed with 1
2
∂Y AY BJ
I
0(∂[BAA]I + T˜BA
CACI) and
twice ∂Y AJ
I
2AAI :
(4.63)
There are 8 possible ways of making the contractions, a 3 factor from the possible
ways to put the superfields at x, y or u, an 1
3!
because we are at the S3 order in the
expansion and a factor of 1/2 of the J
I
0 coefficient, giving at the end a 2 coefficient:
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XV I = 2
α′2
(2π)3
λαλβJ
I
0(∂[cAα]I + T˜cα
DADI)AcJAβJ(z)× (4.64)
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∫
d2xd2yd2u
1
(w − x)2(z − u)2(y − x)(y¯ − u¯)2 ,
which contains the same integral as before, so the result is
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XV I = −2α′2 w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβJ
I
0(∂[cAα]I+T˜cα
DADI)AcJAβJ(z). (4.65)
Finally, let’s consider the couplings to dα.
A seventeenth contribution can be formed with 1
2
dα∂Y
βY γT˜γβ
α, d̂αJ
I
2W
α
I and ∂Y
αJ
I
2AαI :
(4.66)
There are 4 possible ways of making the contractions, a 6 factor from the possible
ways to put the superfields at x, y or u, an 1
3!
because we are at the S3 order in the
expansion and a factor of 1/2 of the dα coefficient, giving at the end a 2 coefficient:
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XV II = −2 α
′2
(2π)2
λαλβdγT˜δα
γW δIAβI(z) (4.67)
×
∫
d2xd2yd2u
δ2(x− w)
(z − u)2(y − x)(y¯ − u¯)2
Integrating x, the integral we are left to solve is∫
d2yd2u
1
(z − u)2(y − w)(y¯ − u¯)2 = −2π
∫
d2yd2u
δ2(y − w)
(u¯− y¯)(z − u)2 = −
(2π)2
w − z ,
(4.68)
So,
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XV II =
2α′2
w − zλ
αλβdγT˜δα
γW δIAβI(z). (4.69)
An eighteenth contribution can be formed with 1
2
dα∂Y
BY C T˜CB
α and twice ∂Y AJ
I
2AAI :
(4.70)
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There are 8 possible ways of making the contractions, a 3 factor from the possible
ways to put the superfields at x, y and u, an 1
3!
because we are at the S3 order in
the expansion and a factor of 1/2 of the dα coefficient , giving a 2 coefficient:
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XV III = 2
α′2
(2π)2
λαλβdγT˜cα
γAcIAβI(z)× (4.71)∫
d2xd2yd2u
δ2(x− w)
(z − u)2(y − x)(y¯ − u¯)2 .
This integral is the same as in (4.68) , so the result is
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XV III = − 2α
′2
w − zλ
αλβdγT˜cα
γAcIAβI(z). (4.72)
Because of the pure spinor condition, the action is invariant under δωα = (Λbγ
bλ)α,
so UIα
β = UIδα
β + 1
4
UIcd(γ
cd)α
β . We can form a nineteenth one-loop diagram by
contracting JJ
I
2UI(x) with ∂Y
αJ
I
2AαI :
(4.73)
giving the contribution
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XIX = −2 α
′2
w − zλ
αλβdγδα
γAβIUI (4.74)
Similarly, a diagram like (4.73) can be formed contracting 1
2
NabJ
I
2UIab(x) with
∂Y αJ
I
2AαI , giving as contribution
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XX = −1
2
α′2
w − zλ
αλβdγ(γ
ef)α
γUIefAβI (4.75)
Now, let us summarize our results adding the twenty one-loop contributions to the
tree level constraints. Each independent worldsheet coupling will receive corrections,
as indicated below:
Corrections to the the coupling to Πc
1
2
α′
w − zλ
αλβΠc[(Tβα
c +Hcβα)− 4α′AβI(DαAcI + T˜αcDADI) + 2α′AβI∂cAαI (4.76)
−2α′f IJKAcIAαJAβK+2α′(Tαδc+Hcαδ)W δIAβI+2α′(Tdαc+Tcαeηed+Hcdα)AdIAβI ](z).
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Corrections to the coupling to Π
c
−1
2
α′
w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
c
[(Tβα
c−Hcαβ)−2α′AβI∂cAαI+2α′(Tδαc−Hcδα)W δIAβI (4.77)
+2α′(Tdα
c + Tcα
eηed −Hcdα)AdIAβI − 4α′AβI T˜cαγAγI ](z).
Corrections to the coupling to Πγ
1
2
α′
w − zλ
αλβΠγ[Hγβα − 4α′AβI(DαAγI + T˜αγDADI)− 2α′AβIDγAαI (4.78)
−2α′f IJKAγIAαJAβK + 2α′HγαδW δIAβI + 2α′(Tγαd −Hγαd)AdIAβI ](z).
Corrections to the coupling to Π
γ
1
2
α′
w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
γ
[Hγαβ−2α′AβIDγAαI+2α′HγδαW δIAβI−2α′(Hγαd+Tγαd)AdIAβI
(4.79)
+4α′AβI T˜γα
δAδI ](z).
Corrections to the coupling to dγ
α′
w − zλ
αλβdγ[Tβα
γ + 2α′T˜δα
γW δIAβI − 2α′T˜cαγAcIAβI − 2α′UIαγAβI ]. (4.80)
Corrections to the coupling to J
I
0
−α′ w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβJ
I
[FαβI + 2α
′(D(γAα)I + T˜γα
CACI)W
γ
JAβJ (4.81)
+2α′(∂[cAα]I + T˜cα
DADI)AcJAβJ ](z).
4.2.2 Addition of Counter-terms
Let’s now concentrate in finding the Yang-Mills Chern-Simons 3−form by adding
appropriate counter-terms. Keeping in mind the lowest order in α′ holomorphicity
constraints Tαbc + Tαcb = 0 = Hαbc; the conditions for nilpotency at one loop look
like
From the coupling to Πc
λαλβ[(Tβα
c +Hcβα)− 4α′AβI(DαAcI + T˜αcDADI) + 2α′AβI∂cAαI (4.82)
−2α′f IJKAcIAαJAβK + 2α′(Tαδc +Hcαδ)W δIAβI ](z) = 0.
From the coupling to Π
c
λαλβ[(Tβα
c−Hcαβ)−2α′AβI∂cAαI+2α′(Tδαc−Hcδα)W δIAβI−4α′AβI T˜cαγAγI ](z) = 0
(4.83)
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Adding (4.82) and (4.83) gives the condition
λαλβ[Tβα
c−2α′AβI(∂αAcI+ T˜αcDADI)−α′f IJKAcIAαJAβK+2α′TαδcW δIAβI (4.84)
−2α′AβI T˜cαγAγI ] = 0.
Subtracting (4.82) and (4.83) gives the condition
λαλβ[Hcβα − 2α′AβI(D[αAc]I + T˜αcDADI)− α′f IJKAcIAαJAβK + 2α′HαδcW δIAβI
(4.85)
+2α′AβI T˜cα
γAγI ] = 0.
Now, suppose that we add a counter-term of the form K1
2π
∫
d2z∂ZM∂ZNANIAMI
to the action, where K1 is a constant to be determined. This amounts to redefine
the space-time metric[59] GMN → GMN + 2α′K1AMIANI . The expansion of this
counter-term will contain the terms
SC =
K1
2π
∫
d2x[∂Y A∂Y BABIAAI + ∂Y
AΠ
B
ABIY
C(∂CAAI +
1
2
T˜CA
DADI) (4.86)
+∂Y AΠ
B
Y C(∂CABI + T˜CB
DADI)AAI +Π
A∂Y BABIY
C(∂CAAI + T˜CA
DADI)+
ΠA∂Y BY C(∂CABI +
1
2
T˜CB
DADI)AAI ]
which can be used to compute tree level diagrams contracting with λαd̂α(w)λ
βd̂β(z).
However this diagrams will contribute to the order α′2, entering at the same foot as
the one-loop diagrams. The result of these tree level diagram is
−α′2K1 w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
C
[ACI(D(αAβ)I + T˜αβ
DADI)− 2AβI(DαACI + T˜αCEAEI)](z)
(4.87)
α′2K1
λαλβ
w − zΠ
C [ACI(D(αAβ)I + T˜αβ
DADI)− 2AβI(DαACI + T˜αCDADI)](z)
+2α′2K1
w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2∂λ
αλβAαIAβI(z) + 2α
′2 K1
w − z ∂λ
αλβAαIAβI(z)
Then, (4.82) and (4.83) will be modified respectively to
λαλβ[(Tβα
c +Hcβα)− 4α′AβI(DαAcI + T˜αcDADI) + 2α′AβI∂cAαI (4.88)
−2α′f IJKAcIAαJAβK + 2α′(Tαδc +Hcαδ)W δIAβI + 2α′K1AcI(D(αAβ)I + T˜αβDADI)
−4α′K1AβI(DαAcI + T˜αcDADI)](z) = 0.
λαλβ[(Tβα
c −Hcαβ)− 2α′AβI∂cAαI + 2α′(Tδαc −Hcδα)W δIAβI (4.89)
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+2α′K1AcI(D(αAβ)I+T˜αβ
DADI)−4α′K1AβI(DαAcI+T˜αcDADI)−4α′AβI T˜cαγAγI ](z) = 0
We can add (4.88) with (4.89) to obtain
λαλβ[Tβα
c−2α′AβI(DαAcI+T˜αcDADI)−α′f IJKAcIAαJAβK+2α′TαδcW δIAβI (4.90)
+2α′K1AcI(D(αAβ)I+T˜αβ
DADI)−4α′K1AβI(DαAcI+T˜αcDADI)−2α′AβI T˜cαγAγI ] = 0.
If K1 = −1/2 and using the constriaint λαλβFαβI = 0 we arrive at
λαλβ[Tβα
c + 2α′Tαδ
cW δIAβI − 2α′AβI T˜cαγAγI ] = 0. (4.91)
Furthermore, forming a three-level diagram with d̂αY
βΠ
C
T˜Cβ
α and ∂Y α∂Y βAβIAαI
in (4.86) , with precisely this value for K1 we can cancel the term proportional to
AβI T˜cα
γAγI in (4.91) and (4.85) . Also, with this value for K1, the counter-terms in
the last line of (4.87) will cancel the contributions proportional to ∂λα and ∂λα in
(4.28) .
Note that we can add a second counter-term of the form K2
2π
∫
d2zdα∂Z
MAMIW
α
I .
This amounts to redefine the supervielbein EM
α → EMα + α′K2AMIW αI . After
expanding this counter-term, we can form a tree-level diagrams contracting it with
1
4
∂Y γY δΠc(Tδγ
c +Hδγ
c):
(4.92)
giving a contribution to the nilpotency
α′2K2
λαλβ
w − zΠ
c(Tαγ
c +Hαγ
c)W γI AβI(z), (4.93)
while contractions with 1
4
∂Y γY δΠ
c
(Tδγ
c −Hδγc) will form the diagram
(4.94)
which gives the contribution
−α′2K2 w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
c
(Tαγ
c −Hαγc)W γI AβI . (4.95)
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It can be easily checked that for K2 = −1, adding (4.93) and (4.95) to (4.82) and
(4.83) respectively; then λαλβTαβ
c will not receive α′ corrections, i.e. this second
counter-term cancels the α′ correction in (4.91); while the corrections for Hαβ
c are
λαλβ[Hcβα − 2α′AβI(D[αAc]I + T˜αcDADI)− α′f IJKAcIAαJAβK ] = 0. (4.96)
Now, the couplings to Πγ also receive corrections from the two counter-terms just
introduced. Some of these corrections come from the coupling to ΠC in (4.87) when
C is γ. Another correction comes from the tree-level diagram
(4.97)
Adding those corrections and using the holomorphicity constraint FαβI = −12W γI Hγαβ,
we can check that the α′ corrections to the coupling to Πγ are
λαλβ[Hγβα − 2α′AβI(D(αAγ)I + T˜αγDADI)− α′f IJKAγIAαJAβK ] = 0. (4.98)
Let’s now identify the Chern-Simons form. We can use the lowest order constraints
in α′ coming from nilpotency condition λαλβFαβI = 0 to write (4.96) in the desired
form. Since λαλβ = λβλα
λαλβ[Hcαβ − α′TrA[α(DβAc] + 1
2
T˜βc]
DAD])− 2α′f IJKAcIAαJAβK ](z) = 0 (4.99)
Since 2f IJKAcIAαJAβK =
2
3
TrA[cAαAβ] then
λαλβ[Hcαβ − α′Tr(A[αDβAc] + 2
3
A[cAαAβ] +
1
2
A[αT˜βc]
DAD)](z) = 0, (4.100)
which is the desired form. Similarly, (4.98) can be written as
λαλβ[Hαβγ − α′Tr(A(αDβAγ) + 2
3
A(γAαAβ) +
1
2
A(αT˜βγ)
DAD)](z) = 0. (4.101)
Adding a further third counter-term − 1
2π
∫
d2zλαωβ∂Z
MAMIUIα
β, which amounts
to redefine ΩMα
β → ΩMαβ − α′AMIUIαβ; and thanks also to the other two counter-
terms added, can verify that neither λαλβTαβ
γ = 0 nor λαλβFαβI = 0 will receive α
′
corrections.
There are some similarities between the terms including the gauge connection and
the spin connection in the heterotic sigma model action. This suggest that a similar
computation would help to find similar Chern-Simons corrections for the gravity
side, which will be presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Lorentz Chern-Simons Corrections
In this chapter we consider the Lorentz Chern-Simons type of corrections to the field
strength H . To achieve this purpose we consider in the first section the background
field expansion of the terms in the action (4.1) that includes the spin connection
ΩMα
β and compute their α′ corrections to the nilpotency of the BRST charge.
5.1 One-loop Correction to the Nilpotency Constraints from
Pure Spinors Lorentz Currents
Because the pure spinor condition, (4.1) is invariant under δωα = (Λbγ
bλ)α. Then
ΩMα
β = Ω
(s)
M δα
β +
1
4
ΩMab(γ
ab)α
β, (5.1)
so the terms including the spin connection can be written
λαωβΠ
C
ΩCα
β = JΠ
C
Ω
(s)
C +
1
2
NabΠ
C
ΩCab, (5.2)
where J = λαωα and N
ab = 1
2
(λγabω). Because of the splitting (4.2) J and Nab also
splits as
J = J0 + J1 + J2, N
ab = Nab0 +N
ab
1 +N
ab
2 , (5.3)
where the subindex 1 or 2 stands for one or two quantum fields respectively in each
definition. Let us now consider the terms in the background field expansion of (5.2)
that will allow to form loops. Before that, note that λαωβ∂Z
MΩMα
β is analog to
∂ZMJ
I
AMI , then some diagrams of the Yang-Mills Chern-Simons corrections will
have a Lorentz analog.
In the expansion for JΠ
A
Ω
(s)
A there are terms J2Π
A
Y β(DβΩ
(s)
A + T˜βA
DΩ
(s)
D ) and
∂Y αJ2Ω
(s)
α which can be used to form a one-loop diagram like (4.17) contributing to
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the nilpotency of the BRST charge:
(5.4)
There is a 1/2 coming from the expansion at second order or exp(-S), a factor of
2 because the different possibilities of putting the superfields at x or y, a factor
of −4, coming from J2(x)J2(y) = −4(x − y)−2 and a factor of two because of the
symmetries of the diagram, giving
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XXI =
1
(2πα′)2
∫
[Dwsf ]
∫
d2xd2yλαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z) (5.5)
∂Y γΩ(s)γ (x)Π
E
0 Y
δ(DδΩ
(s)
E + T˜δE
DΩ
(s)
D )(y)J2(y)J2(x)
= − 8α
′2
(2π)
λαλβΠ
E
0 Ω
(s)
β (DαΩ
(s)
E + T˜αE
DΩ
(s)
D )(z)
∫
d2xd2y
δ2(x− z)
(w − y)(x− y)2 , (5.6)
so
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XXI = −8(α′)2 w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
C
Ω(s)α (∂βΩ
(s)
C + T˜βC
DΩ
(s)
D )(z). (5.7)
This result is analog to (4.22).
There is also an one-loop diagram like (4.23) formed contracting λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)
with twice ∂Y γΩ
(s)
γ J2:
(5.8)
which gives a result analog to (4.28)
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XXII = −4α′2 w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
C
∂CΩ
(s)
α Ω
(s)
β (z)−
4α′2
w − zλ
αλβΠC∂CΩ
(s)
α Ω
(s)
β
(5.9)
−4α′2 w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2∂λ
αλβΩ(s)α Ω
(s)
β (z)−
4α′2
w − z ∂λ
αλβΩ(s)α Ω
(s)
β
There is no contribution Ω
(s)
A Ω
(s)
B Ω
(s)
C
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There is a similar contribution to (5.7) , coming from forming a diagram with
1
2
Nab2 Π
C
Y δ(DδΩCab + T˜δC
EΩEab) and
1
2
∂Y CNab2 ΩCab , which are in the expansion
of 1
2
Nab2 Π
C
ΩCab:
(5.10)
giving as result
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XXIII = −3(α′)2 w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
C
Ωαde(DβΩC
ed + T˜βC
FΩF
ed)(z).
(5.11)
Also there is a similar contribution to (5.9) , making a diagram contracting
λαd̂α(w)λ
βd̂β(z) with twice
1
2
∂Y γNab2 Ωβab:
(5.12)
giving as result
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XXIV = −3
2
α′2
w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
C
∂CΩαabΩβ
ba(z) (5.13)
−3
2
α′2
w − zλ
αλβΠC∂CΩαabΩβ
ba−3
2
α′2
w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2 ∂λ
αλβΩαabΩβ
ba(z)−3
2
α′2
w − z ∂λ
αλβΩαabΩβ
ba.
There is a diagram like (4.29) which gives a cubic contribution in Ω, coming from
contracting 1
2
Nab2 Π
C
ΩCab and a product of two
1
2
∂Y αN bc2 Ωαbc:
(5.14)
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To determine the coefficient of this diagram, note that there is a 1
3!
coming from the
expansion of exp(−S) at third order, a factor of 3 because the different ways to put
the superfields at x, y or u, an 1
8
coming from the one halves in each of the three
terms and a factor of 2 because of the possible ways of contracting, giving
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XXV = − 1
8(2π)3α′
λαλβΠ
C
ΩCabΩαcdΩβef(z)× (5.15)∫
d2xd2yd2u(2π)2δ2(x− w)δ2(y − z)Nab2 (x)N cd2 (y)N ef2 (u),
It is not hard to compute
Nab2 (x)N
cd
2 (y)N
ef
2 (u) =
−3(α′)3(ηbcηa[fηe]d − ηacηb[fηe]d − ηbdηa[fηe]c + ηadηb[fηe]c)
(x− y)(y − u)(x− u) +. . .,
(5.16)
where by . . . is meant less singular terms which are not of importance in this com-
putation. Then
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XXV =
3α′2
2π
λαλβΠC0 ΩCabΩα
beΩβe
a(z)×
∫
d2u
1
(w − z)(z − u)(w − u) .
(5.17)
The type of the last integral was already solved and has the form of (4.34) , then
we arrive to an answer analog to (4.36)
λαdα(w)λ
βdβ(z)XXV = −3(α′)2 w¯ − z¯
(w − z)2λ
αλβΠ
C
ΩCdeΩα
efΩβf
d(z) (5.18)
With the computations of the present section, the α′ corrections to the nilpotency
condition for the couplings to Πc and Π
c
are respectively
λαλβ[(Tβα
c +Hβα
c) + 8α′Ω
(s)
β ∂cΩ
(s)
α + 3α
′Ωβ
ba∂cΩαab] = 0 (5.19)
λαλβ[(Tβα
c −Hβαc) + 16α′Ω(s)β (DαΩ(s)c + T˜αcDΩ(s)D )− 8α′Ω(s)β ∂cΩ(s)α (5.20)
+6α′Ωβab(DαΩc
ba + T˜αc
DΩD
ba)− 3α′Ωβba∂cΩαab + 6α′ΩcabΩαbdΩβda] = 0,
so adding and subtracting (5.19) and (5.20) we obtain respectively
λαλβ [Tβα
c + 8α′Ω
(s)
β (DαΩ
(s)
c + T˜αc
EΩ
(s)
E ) + 3α
′Ωβab(DαΩc
ba + T˜αc
EΩE
ba) (5.21)
+3α′ΩcabΩα
bdΩβd
a] = 0
λαλβ[Hβα
c − 8α′Ω(s)β (D[αΩ(s)c] + T˜αcEΩ(s)E )− 3α′Ωβab(D[αΩc]ba + T˜αcEΩEba) (5.22)
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−3α′ΩcabΩαbdΩβda] = 0
Using the lowest order in α′ constraint λαλβRβαcd = 0, we can write (5.22) as
λαλβ[Hβα
c − 8α′Ω(s)β (D[αΩ(s)c] + T˜αcEΩ(s)E )−
3
2
α′(Ωβa
b(D[αΩc]b
a + T˜αc
EΩEb
a) (5.23)
+Ωαa
b(D[βΩc]b
a + T˜βc
EΩEb
a) + Ωca
b(D(αΩβ)b
a + T˜αβ
EΩEb
a) + 4Ωca
bΩαb
dΩβd
a)] = 0.
To use the same notation as in the gauge case, let’s use the same representation as
in that case. Let’s write ΩAb
c = ΩAI(T
I)b
c, where (T IT J − T JT I)bc = f IJK(TK)bc
and (T I)b
c(T J)c
b = 2δIJ . Using this notation (5.23) can be written as
λαλβ[Hβα
c − 4α′Ω(s)[β (DαΩ(s)c] +
1
2
T˜αc
EΩ
(s)
E )− 3α′Tr(Ω[β(DαΩc] +
1
2
T˜αc]
EΩE) (5.24)
+
2
3
Ω[cΩαΩβ])] = 0.
Which gives the desired form of the Lorentz Chern-Simons.
Summarizing, the Yang-Mills and Lorentz Chern-Simons corrections are
λαλβ[Hβαc − α′Tr(A[αDβAc] + 2
3
A[αAβAc] +
1
2
A[αT˜βc]
DAD) (5.25)
−3α′Tr(Ω[αD(βΩc]+ 2
3
Ω[αΩβΩc]+
1
2
Ω[αT˜βc]
DΩD)−4α′Ω(s)[β (DαΩ(s)c] +
1
2
T˜αc
EΩ
(s)
E )] = 0
There are further one-loop diagrams that can be formed with terms in the expansion
containing three quantum fields. It’s computation constitutes work in progress.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
This thesis covered two applications of the non-linear sigma models, namely the com-
putation of equations of motion for the background fields coupled to the bosonic and
type II superstring and also the appearance of the Yang-Mills Chern-Simons three-
form for the heterotic superstring.
The first application was explained in detail for the bosonic string and for the type
II superstring using the pure spinor formalism. Both of them are conformally in-
variant in a flat space, so when they are coupled to a generic background, which has
a direct correspondence with the massless states in each case, the conformal invari-
ance must be checked. The background field method, useful to obtain a covariant
expansion was discussed in detail for the bosonic string computations. A version
adapted to superspace [20] of the background field method was used to obtain the
expansions for the type II and heterotic string. The result of expanding an action
using this method allowed to form Feynman diagrams at one loop, contributing to
the possible lack of invariance of conformal symmetry at the quantum level. When
all those diagrams were computed, giving contributions to the beta functions, it was
shown that for the bosonic sigma model, these beta functions can be set consistently
to zero. In the introduction it was also presented a spacetime action from which
the conditions for conformal invariance can be obtained as equations of motion by a
simple variation of this action in space-time. The necessity to use another formalism
to make the computations for the superstring is supported because neither the RNS
nor the GS sigma model can not be covariantly quantized and at the same time
include all the background fields. The pure spinor formalism was briefly discussed
in the introduction, and the non-linear sigma model for the heterotic and type II
superstring were discussed in more detail. It was explained how the properties of
nilpotency of the pure spinor BRST charge and the conservation of its correspond-
ing current allows to find constraints on the background fields at the lowest order
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in α′: super N = 1 D = 10 Yang-Mills/supergravity for the heterotic and N = 2
D = 10 for the type II superstring. For the heterotic string, it was explained by two
different methods how to arrive to those constraints: defining canonical momenta
and using Poisson brackets, as explained in chapter 2, or by performing a tree level
computation as explained in chapter 4.
In the one-loop computation of the beta functions for the type II superstring it
was necessary to introduce a scale Λ to regulate the diagrams. By studying the
conditions under which the theory does not depend on that scale, a set of equa-
tions was computed in chapter 3, corresponding to all the independent couplings to
products of worldsheet fields. Because of the background field expansion used, the
result of the one-loop computation has super-Poincare´ symmetry. With the help
of some Bianchi identities and gauge invariances of the sigma model action, some
components of the torsion where gauge fixed. Also, the scales connections Ωα and
Ω˜α¯ where related to the derivatives of the dilaton ∇αΦ and ∇α¯Φ respectively. It
was verified for the lowest dimension equations of motion that the lowest order α′
type II supergravity constraints can set the beta-functions to zero, implying in this
way in conformal invariance. This is a straightforward, although non-trivial task,
whose level of difficulty increases as one considers equations of motion with higher
dimension.
The second application concerns the quantum regime of the BRST symmetry for
the heterotic string sigma in the pure spinor formalism. A similar background field
expansion as the one used for the pure spinor type II sigma model was included
in the appendix, where the gauge and spin connections appear explicitly. One-
loop diagrams were formed as a result of considering the product of two BRST
charges evaluated in different points. The result of computing these diagrams has
poles structure as the two points are approached. This pole structure are of two
types: double poles and (w¯ − z¯)(w − z)−2 poles, coupling to independent world-
sheet fields. From the set of equations obtained by imposing the vanishing of the
poles coefficients, corrections of the order α′ are obtained for the classical nilpo-
tency conditions. Chapter 4 was focused in the computations including the gauge
fields, which allowed to find the Yang-Mills Chern-Simons three-forms correction
of α′ order to the field strength of the two-form superpotential, or Kalb-Ramond
superfield: HMNP → HMNP −α′ωMNP . These corrections are known since the stud-
ies of N = 1 super Yang-Mills coupled to N = 1 supergravity in 10 dimensions
[44], [10], [43]. Other interesting redefinition of the fields of α′ order were found,
such as a redefinition of the metric superfield GMN → GMN − α′TrAMAN , also
known since the preservation of the N = 1 supersymmetry at the quantum level
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in the RNS sigma model [59]. A field redefinition not known until now was found
EM
α → EMα − α′AMIW αI , since this component of the super-vielbein does not ap-
pear neither in the RNS nor GS sigma models.
A perspective of the present thesis is to compute the Lorentz Chern-Simons correc-
tions. Partial results were presented in chapter 5, in which similar diagrams to the
gauge side were computed. Using the Lorentz connection ΩMa
b a Lorentz Chern-
Simons three-form can be identified, although the role of a Lorentz Chern-Simons
three form formed with the scale connection Ω(s) is not yet understood. The re-
sults presented in chapter 5 concerned only computations involving the pure spinors
Lorentz currents Nab = 1
2
λγabω and pure spinor ghost current J = λαdα. Neverthe-
less, because of the holomorphicity and nilpotency constraints at the lowest order
in α′ and using some symmetries of the action, some components of the torsion can
be gauged fixed to zero, allowing to write T˜cα
β = Ωcα
β and T˜γα
β = Ωγα
β + Ωαγ
β.
Furthermore, the spin connection can be written in terms of a Lorentz and scale
connections. Considering these facts in the background field expansion for the term
1
2πα′
∫
dα∂Z
MEM
α, written in equation (4.4) and denoting by Mab = 1
2
dα(γ
ab)αβY
β,
this expansion can be written as follows
1
2πα′
∫
d2z[−dY ΠdΩ(s)d +
1
2
MabΠ
d
Ωdab−dY ∂Y γΩ(s)γ +
1
2
Mab∂Y γΩγab−1
2
∂dαY
αY βΩ
(s)
β
(6.1)
+
1
8
(∂dγabY )Y βΩβab−1
2
dY Y βΠ
d
∂dΩ
(s)
β +
1
4
MabY βΠ
d
∂dΩβab−1
2
dYΠ
d
Y γ(∂γΩ
(s)
d +T˜γd
EΩ
(s)
E )
+
1
4
MabΠ
d
Y γ(∂γΩdab+T˜γd
EΩEab)−1
2
dαY
βΠ
d
Y γ T˜γd
αΩ
(s)
β −
1
8
dαY
βΠ
d
Y γT˜γd
ǫΩβab(γ
ab)ǫ
α
+
(−)d(b+p)
2
d̂αΠ
C
Y BY DEB
PED
N∂NEP
α, ]
where dY denotes the current dY = dαY
α and it satisfy
dY (y)dY (z) → 16α′2(y − z)−2, (6.2)
while the Lorentz currents Mab have the following OPE
Mab(y)M cd(z)→ α′η
c[bMa]d(z)− ηd[bMa]c(z)
y − z + 4α
′2 η
a[dηc]b
(y − z)2 , (6.3)
which is not surprising since this is the Lorentz current algebra of Siegel approach
to the Green-Schwarz superstring. It is expected that including the one-loop dia-
grams contributing to the nilpotency of the BRST charge, formed with the terms in
(6.3), the −3 coefficient in front of the Lorentz Chern-Simons three-form (5.25) will
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turn into +1 and also the relative coefficient between the Chern-Simons three-forms
constructed with the scale connection and with the Lorentz connection can be un-
derstood.
Some one-loop diagrams have been computed formed with the terms in the expan-
sion (6.1), from which some of them give finite results, while others give divergent
results which have no analog in the gauge side. It would be very interesting to
understand if those diagrams giving infinite result cancel among themselves or the
Fradkin-Tseytlin term will play a role in the cancellation of divergences. It would
also be interesting to check if further α′ field redefinitions are necessary. One field
redefinition which one could find is GMN → GMN −Kα′TrΩMΩN , where K is some
number, which is an analog of the redefinition in the gauge side. In that case the
torsion component Tαβ
c did not receive α′ corrections, so it will be necessary to check
if this component of the torsion receives or not corrections. There is no direct analog
to the α′ redefinition of EM
α found on the gauge side, so it will be interesting to
check if the gravity side computations suggest a field redefinition for this component
of the supervielbein.
Having found all the α′ corrections to the classical constraints, the next thing to
do is to tray to relate them to those found in the literature, see Gates et al. [47]
, [48] and [49] and Bonora et al. [50], [51], [52], [53] [54] in which the two groups
have given answers which could not be realted among them. Recently Lechner and
Tonin [55] have proposed a new set of N = 1D = 10 supergravity constraints. Those
authors also claim that in this new formulation of N = 1D = 10 supergravity the
apparently not conciliated set of constraints can be related. So, a perspective of the
work presented in this thesis will also be to relate the constraints coming from the
pure spinor computation with the set recently proposed.
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Apeˆndice A
Appendix
In this appendix we present the results of the background field expansions of the
terms in the pure spinor heterotic sigma model.
A.1 Background Field Expansions
From the expansion of the term 1
2
∂ZM∂ZNBNM
1
2πα′
∫
d2z[
1
2
ΠBΠ
A
Y CHCAB +
1
4
Y A∂Y BΠ
C
HCBA − 1
4
Y A∂Y BΠCHCBA (A.1)
+
1
4
Y AY BΠCΠ
D
HDCBA],
where HABC = (−)a(b+n)+(c+p)(a+b)3EPCENBEMA ∂[MBNP ],
∂[MBNP ] =
1
3
(∂MBNP + (−)m(n+p)∂NBPM + (−)p(m+n)∂pBMN) (A.2)
and HDCBA = (−)B(C+D)∇BHDCA − (−)BCTDBEHECA + (−)D(B+C)TCBEHEDA.
From the expantion of ∂ZMJ
I
AMI
1
2πα′
∫
d2z[(J
I
0 + J
I
1 + J
I
2)(∂Y
AAAI +Π
AY B(∂BAAI + T˜BA
CACI) + Π
AAAI (A.3)
+
1
2
∂Y AY B(∂[BAA]I + T˜BA
CACI) +
1
2
Y AY BΠC T˜CB
D(∂DAAI + T˜DA
EAEI)
−(−)
BC
2
Y AY BΠC∂B(∂CAAI + T˜CA
DADI)
From the expansion of dα∂Z
MEαM
1
2πα′
∫
d2z[(dα0 + d̂α)(∂Y
α +Π
B
Y C T˜CB
α)], (A.4)
where the terms quadratic in Y were written in (4.4) .
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From the expansion of dαJ
I
W αI
1
2πα′
∫
d2z[(dα0 + d̂α)(J
I
0 + J
I
1 + J
I
2)(
1
2
Y BY C∂C∂BW
α
I + Y
C∂CW
α
I +W
α
I ). (A.5)
From the expansion of λαωβΠ
C
ΩCα
β
1
2πα′
∫
d2z[(λ̂αωβ + λ
αω̂β + λ̂
αω̂β)(
1
2
∂Y DY C(∂[CΩD]α
β + T˜CD
EΩEα
β) + Π
C
ΩCα
β
(A.6)
+
1
2
Y CY DΠ
E
T˜ED
F (∂FΩCα
β+T˜FC
GΩGα
β)+∂Y CΩCα
β+Π
C
Y D(∂DΩCα
β+T˜DC
EΩEα
β)
−1
2
(−)DEY CY DΠE∂D(∂EΩCαβ + T˜ECFΩFαβ))].
From the expansion of λαωβJ
I
UIα
β
1
2πα′
∫
d2z[(λαωβ + λ̂
αωβ + λ
αω̂β + λ̂
αω̂β)(J
I
0 + J
I
1 + J
I
2)(
1
2
Y CY D∂D∂CUIα
β (A.7)
+Y C∂CUIα
β + UIα
β)].
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